ABSTRACT
CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES AND MINISTRY:
TRAINING ADULTS FOR MORE EFFECTIVE MINISTRY
by
Robert M. López
The church has a great responsibility to minister and provide a place where
children can experience the love of God. The spiritual journey of children is often
nurtured in the Sunday school room, Bible class, or some other church setting. Under the
best of circumstances, this journey is a formable task. One must consider the challenges
that arise when a child arrives who has special needs such those that result from autism
spectrum disorder. Teachers, church leaders, and classroom helpers are often
overwhelmed by what to do in response to such needs. The purpose of this study was to
develop, implement, and evaluate a training module that prepares church and children’s
ministry leadership to teach and engage children with disabilities, via referencing
children with autism spectrum disorder, by using teaching methods and communication
strategies that create an environment where children can experience lessons about God’s
love.
The adults who took the training module had clear increases in the areas of
affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills. Adults were also
motivated by the gifts and graces of the children and the potential for life changing
ministry. Increased knowledge led to positive attitudes and feelings of motivation
regarding children and disabilities.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
The day I found out that my son had special needs was a life altering day. My
wife and I left the Wilmore clinic, entered our van, and began to cry uncontrollably. We
hugged deeply and looked at each other with uncertain eyes. “Betito has a developmental
disorder,” I thought to myself. Betito has special needs. We did not know anything about
autism spectrum disorder or developmental disorders, but we knew it was something very
intrusive.
This was the beginning of a difficult journey for Robert (Betito) and our entire
family. This type of story has occurred countless times in recent years. Families’ lives
have been shaken to the core because someone is diagnosed with autism spectrum
disorder. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s March 2010
report, autism spectrum disorder birth rates range from one out of five hundred to one out
of 110 (“How Many Children Have Autism?”). Birthrates are increasing, and the problem
seems to be touching families throughout the nation and the world. Some say the rise in
the birth rate number is due to a greater awareness of the issue and better diagnostic
ability. Regardless of how or why, the birthrate change is significant. Not only is the
change significant, but epidemic.
Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autism spectrum disorder has a wide range of behaviors and characteristics with
varying degrees of severity. Someone who has autism spectrum disorder can be well
educated and very verbal, while someone else might have a paralyzing obsession with
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watching water but speaking very little. Some children are high functioning, that is, able
to function well in society, and other children are low functioning—having little success
in social settings and with communication skills. Sondra Williams has autism spectrum
disorder and is a mother of four children. Williams is a frequent speaker on autistic issues
including a “That All May Worship” conference where she spoke about the meaning of
being an individual. The focus of these conferences is as a resource and equipping place
for congregations and individuals who desire inclusion in worship. Sondra is an example
of someone with autism spectrum disorder who functions quite well in society.
Other individuals on the other end of the spectrum struggle with language, are
extra sensitive to stimuli, and behave awkwardly in social settings (Boutot 157). Some
have diminutive speech or offer up various sounds and grunts that make no sense to
anyone, and, as a result, they have difficulty participating normally in society. Transition
issues, communication challenges, and sensory integration all play a role in the intricacies
autism spectrum disorder places on individuals and families. Persons with autism
spectrum disorder, whether high functioning or low functioning, verbal or nonverbal,
relational or non-relational, are part of a larger group—children with disabilities.
Children with disabilities and their families face many challenges. Families must
learn to cope with a child who plays inappropriately with only part of a toy, like only
spinning the tire on a toy truck. Others struggle with how to maneuver through simple
daily activities such as going to the movies with a child who cannot control his or her odd
and loud noises. Still, another family might weigh the anxiety of driving by the local
McDonald’s, knowing that their child will not stop saying, “chicken nuggets,” until he or
she gets chicken nuggets. At first, these issues might be considered tolerable or even
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humorous, but the obsessive and repetitive nature of some children tests the endurance of
even the most loving parent (Singh et al.169). The scope of these challenges enters into
many aspects of life.
Children with Disabilities in the Church
Some of these challenges also pertain to the local church. Sunday school classes
often are not flexible. Some parents might think that having a disruptive child in class is
not fair to the other students who are also there to learn about God. Members and friends
of a congregation for the most part are loving people, but without an even simple
understanding of autism spectrum disorder, their love might turn to gossip about how that
child’s behavior or they might even display unwelcoming and unkind looks. Parents or
loved ones of children with disabilities may simply think the experience much easier for
everyone if they just did not attend service since the job of keeping the child quiet in the
sanctuary is just too much of a chore. One might imagine a Sunday school teacher who is
told to be ready because a child with special needs is coming to class this Sunday. As the
student arrives to class, the child becomes restless and loud. The teacher needs to
continue class, but the child runs off and will not return when called.
While writing this study, my wife and I took over a month to get the teachers,
helpers, and students ready for our son to attend Sunday school. He has been in the
service with us every Sunday. Sometimes he will have a laughing attack and disrupt the
service or he simply cannot sit still or keep quiet. These behaviors have several
implications. First, families do not feel welcome at a church that does not provide for
these special situations (Webb-Mitchell, Unexpected Guests 170). Churches do not need
to spend large amounts of money for curriculum and materials. A simple willingness to
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try to accommodate special needs has a positive impact on families. If the church does
nothing or simply is not aware of the dramatic need, the family often leaves and the
opportunity for ministry is lost. Ideally, the church will look for an informed and
inclusive approach. Second, children with disabilities deserve the focus of ministry like
any other child. Merely isolating the child in a room or ignoring the problem does not
suffice. Children with disabilities can learn, love, and have wants and needs. Having the
child in class just coloring on the floor is tolerable but not sufficient. The goal is to
engage the child with the Bible lesson in a valuable and meaningful way. The task is to
find how to communicate the love of God most effectively (Newman 7). This charge
means a specialized program designed for the individual. Third, this type of ministry and
mission is kingdom work and is simply the right thing to do. A church or ministry can
easily dismiss this problem. The truth is that many churches and church teachers are
ignorant to the dynamics of autism spectrum disorder and other disabilities or simply do
not know what to do. Ministering to children is a difficult task, and it may not be cost
efficient or bring in great amounts of financial offerings, but before God it is just.
Children with disabilities are among the most neglected population in the church
today (“What is the Religious Participation Gap?”). The study focuses on children with
disabilities and references autism spectrum disorder as one example of the many
disabilities present in the world. The instructional and strategic approaches presented in
this study are applicable to children with autism spectrum disorder, children with
disabilities, and indeed ALL children. Dr. Verna Lowe describes what lies between the
great God-human divide as an additional barrier sometimes referred to as the “cloud of
disability,” which deepens the challenge that children have when developing a
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relationship with God (Lowe 2007). ALL children, including children with disabilities,
are part of the kingdom of God; each one has a calling and a ministry. The church must
create an environment that is conducive for such a relationship to develop and allow the
children to meet God in their own way. The problem is that many churches have ignored
this issue and have not given it the attention it deserves. This matter is kingdom work as
demonstrated by the ministry of Jesus. Kingdom work is simply the ministries God
desires for the church. The church must become informed about disabilities and how to
help children meet God on their own terms. The church has not done its job and is
satisfied with attempting to love only the child when the kingdom truth is that children
need to be given an opportunity to find their calling and their own ministry. The church
cannot be satisfied with simply establishing a loving environment for children with
disabilities but must help them meet the Lord like any other child (Newman 13). All
children can learn and experience God.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and evaluate a training
module that prepares the church and children’s ministry leadership team to teach and
engage children with disabilities, particularly focusing on the techniques for autism
spectrum disorder, by using accommodated teaching methods and augmented
communication strategies that create an environment where the children can experience
lessons about God’s love.
Research Questions
The study is guided by three research questions. Research question one is
designed to examine the baseline attitude and knowledge level of the participants before
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any intervention has taken place. Research question two is designed to examine the
attitudes and knowledge level of the participants after the intervention has taken place.
Question two invites comparison with research question two. Research question three is
designed to gather qualitative data regarding the participants’ experiences as they apply
some of the techniques and strategies from the workshop. This question gives the
participants an opportunity to speak of their experience and give feedback. Both
quantitative and qualitative data collection procedures were used in this study. The three
research questions gave direction and parameters to the study.
Research Question #1
What are persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and
instructional skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities prior to the training
sessions?
Research Question #2
How do persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities change subsequent to their
participating in the training sessions?
Research Question #3
How do persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities change the delivery of a Sunday
school class or Bible lesson subsequent to participating in the training sessions?
Definition of Terms
Children with disabilities include children with mental retardation, hearing
impairments (including deafness), speech or language impairments, visual impairments
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(including blindness), serious emotional disturbance (referred to in this title as emotional
disturbance), orthopedic impairments, autism spectrum disorder, traumatic brain injury,
other health impairments, or specific learning disabilities (“Statute”).
Autism sometimes referred to as autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Much is still
unknown about the condition, and the cause and cure are unknown. The U. S. Department
of Education defines autism spectrum disorder in these terms:
Autism spectrum disorder means a developmental disability significantly
affecting verbal and nonverbal communication and social interaction,
generally evident before age three, that adversely affects a child’s
educational performance. Other characteristics often associated with
autism spectrum disorder are engagement in repetitive activities and
stereotyped movements, resistance to environmental change or change in
daily routines, and unusual responses to sensory experiences.
Autism spectrum disorder does not apply if a child’s educational
performance is adversely affected primarily because the child has an
emotional disturbance, as defined in paragraph (c)(4) of this section.
(“Regulations”)
Autism spectrum disorder is characterized by (1) communication challenges, (2) selfstimulation, (3) sensory integration, and (4) lack of socialization (Lowe 2007). Each of
these concepts is explained in detail in chapter 2. The challenges that arise from autism
spectrum disorder are many, and for the church, it brings a unique set of challenges.
Affective orientation refers to the change in emotional empathy and comfort level
when engaging children with disabilities.
Knowledge of disabilities refers to the understanding of characteristics and
general challenges of children with disabilities.
Teaching methods are derived from the school of applied behavior analysis.
Methods will include some of the latest educational case studies regarding autism
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spectrum disorder. Methods presented in this study and the intervention will be
contextualized to the local church and have academic substance and practical application.
Communication strategies help facilitate connection with other children and
adults. Many children with disabilities have a difficult time communicating their needs
and wants. These strategies will help them navigate these areas of communication
challenges.
Instructional delivery is a system for church teachers or leaders that will help
engage the child with disabilities.
Instructional Skills refer to the implementation of teaching methods and
communication strategies that help when engaging children.
Exceptional Theology also referred to as a theology for children with
exceptionalities, refers to a theological perspective that lifts up the worth of each child,
seeks inclusion in the life of the church and inclusion in the spiritual journey, sees the
strengths and value of children, and advocates hands-on, informed patient involvement.
Exceptional theology rests on the very nature of Jesus’ ministry in that it brings to the
forefront those who are naturally excluded. Exceptional theology advocates that ALL
children, including children with disabilities, have a calling and ministry.
Ministry Intervention
I developed training sessions that prepared teachers, leaders, and helpers include
and engage children with disabilities in a Sunday school or Bible lesson setting. The
intention of the training session was to equip adults to navigate the world of disabilities
and to communicate research strategies to work with children with disabilities and all
children.
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The training module contained four major components held over a two-day
weekend and a session weeks later. Saturday morning consisted of an introduction of the
disability and ministry problem and focused on the spiritual being of the individual with
special needs. Saturday afternoon consisted of two parts: (1) the background and
awareness component that focused on the challenges children with disabilities face with
communication, self-stimulation, sensory integration, and socialization. Focus was also
placed on the challenges of relationship building and development, and (2) the pedagogy
for teaching and reaching children with communication, self-stimulation, sensory
integration, and socialization challenges. The ultimate goal of this component was to
assist and equip teachers, leaders, and helpers to facilitate an environment where children
with disabilities can build their own relationship with the Lord and others. Sunday
morning was a time of integration and commitment, ending with a service of dedication
to minister and implement what was learned.
As those who participated in the training module learned different methods and
strategies for engaging children, the desired hope was that their delivery approach in
Christian education would change to meet the needs of children with disabilities. The
training sessions made up the training module, and participation in the training module in
combination with the learning experience formulated the ministry intervention. I held the
training sessions in a local church social hall with all the basic conditions in place for a
positive learning experience. Appendix G provides an outline of the ministry
intervention.
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Context
Participants were churchgoers and those interested in ministry and special needs.
Most people had a solid understanding of the basics of the faith, and many had
experience working with children. Most were members or friends of the United
Methodist Church. This study took place in Deep South Texas where the border
influences all aspects of life such as language, culture, and economics. Most in the
training were of Mexican-American descent and speak English and Spanish fluently.
Educational level was solid, consisting of many people with university degrees.
My intention was to give this training in English, but Spanish was also included
on some informal level. Most people were able to speak both English and Spanish, but a
few people understood English but were more comfortable speaking Spanish. People in
South Texas commonly go back and forth from English to Spanish. Clearly, the majority
of the intervention was presented in English.
Methodology
Using an explanatory mixed-methods design, the study gathered both quantitative
and qualitative data using surveys and focus groups. Participants were asked to take a
pre-study survey and post-study survey along with participating in a focus group. The
training module or workshop is the independent variable that was designed to change and
influence the attitudes and knowledge of the participants. Charts and tables display the
results of the data analysis. Means, standard deviations, and other statistical tests
provided quantitative results for the research questions. Methodology sections are
explained in more detail in the following sections.
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Participants
The participants for these sessions came from the surrounding churches where I
serve. I encouraged pastors and leaders to attend, but anyone interested in working with
children in the church could attend. I encouraged participants of all levels of knowledge
and interest; thus, they self-selected in response to the various announcements. I had
twenty four participants. Participants were predominately from Mexican-American
descent with knowledge of the workings of the United Methodist Church. I hoped to have
participants with a variety of skills levels and experience in relation to children with
disabilities and ministry.
Instrumentation
The blueprint of this study was an explanatory mixed-method design with a
pretest/posttest quantitative measure. The qualitative section came from the focus groups
subsequent the posttest survey. I used two major instruments for this study: The first
instrument is a self-written survey that uses the Likert scale to gather quantitative data
regarding affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills. This
instrument was used both pretest and posttest.
The second instrument was a focus group. These folks met in three different
groups after a two-month period to discuss the effects of the intervention and the
participants’ experience using the knowledge and strategies. The focus groups helped
collect qualitative data and gather information with respect to discovery, weaknesses, and
strengths of the dissertation. More specifically, the focus groups collected information to
answer research question #3. This question needed data regarding delivery of a Sunday
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school experience or Bible lesson. I put the information into categories to find common
themes that contextualized the quantitative data.
Variables
The independent variable was the training module. The dependent variables were
the general knowledge, skills, and beliefs of the participants regarding disabilities and
ministry. The changes in the participants’ general knowledge, skills, and beliefs regarding
disabilities are dependent upon experiencing the training module and their use of the
knowledge learned in the sessions.
Data Collection
I developed Questionnaire A, the pretest, and administered it to a self-selected
group of participants. Questionnaire A measured a person’s affective orientation,
knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills prior to the training sessions. This
pretest included twenty seven items using a Likert scale. I allowed fifteen to twenty
minutes to answer the twenty seven question questionnaire. The purpose of Questionnaire
A was to assess the general knowledge, skills, and beliefs regarding disabilities and
ministry before the sessions. The surveys also included the solicitation of basic
demographic information.
This group then went through the ministry intervention. As the group concluded
the sessions, they were asked to use some of their newly acquired knowledge, methods,
and strategies learned in their classroom or teaching settings with all children. What
might not be obvious is that many of these principles are applicable to all children. As the
focus groups gathered, I administered Questionnaire B, the posttest. Questionnaire B was
the same test as the pretest and was administered in the same environment. I then
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compared the results of the pretest and posttest to measure the impact of the training
sessions on the affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills of
the participants subsequent to the training sessions. The participants had fifteen to twenty
minutes to take the posttest. I mimicked the same testing environment of the pre-test.
Finally, this same larger group who took the posttest also served as the smaller
focus groups. Based on geography, three focus groups met over coffee to discuss their
experience. The times and meeting locations were set during the training sessions. Each
focus group had six to eight persons, and they discussed questions from Questionnaire C
(see Appendix E). Non-responding participants were contacted individually, and when
necessary posttests were mailed to them with a self-addressed stamped envelope. The
goal was to hear from each participant.
Data Analysis
The comparison of the quantitative responses to the twenty-seven items on
Questionnaires A and B, the pretest/posttest surveys, and the qualitative information from
the items discussed in the focus groups provided the data for the research. The
questionnaires are scaled to provide easy comparison between the mean of each item on
the pretest and the mean of each item on the posttest. A statistician analyzed the data
sufficiently enough to answer the research questions. Statistical comparisons gauged the
impact of the training sessions and any significant implications of the data.
The qualitative data provided by the analysis of Questionnaire C came from
conducting the hour-long focus groups. The standardized administration of the three
focus groups helped to minimize bias. The design of the focus groups was nonthreatening
and open to allow participants to share their experience honestly. I concentrated on
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patterns that emerged from the comments made during the conversation. The data
answered research question #3 and gave context and framework to the quantitative data.
Generalizability
This study would be important to those who work with children who have a
disability. The study presents strategies and methods for engaging children with
disabilities along with a theology for the child with exceptionalities. The study
significantly references autism spectrum disorder as an example of a disability with the
understanding that the strategies and methods apply to children with disabilities and all
children. Any church who takes seriously working with children with autism spectrum
disorder would find this study interesting and valuable. Children with disabilities and the
adults who minister with them may also have interest in this study because the findings
and techniques will apply to them as well. Finally, this study applies to children and
Sunday school teachers. This parameter is the larger circle and least straightforwardly
applicable. The strategies and methods including the theology apply to ALL children, but
the project’s intention is not to focus on the mainstream population of children.
This study does not explore potential causes for autism spectrum disorder or other
disabilities, nor does it explore the medical world for potential cures. Those interested in
medical research concerning autism spectrum disorder or other disabilities would not be
interested in this study. This study pulls its research from the world of education, the
science of applied behavior analysis, and academic journals.
Theological Foundation
Luke 4: 16-30 served as the biblical basis for this research:
When he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, he went to the
synagogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom. He stood up to read, and
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the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. He unrolled the scroll
and found the place where it was written: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon
me, because he has anointed me to bring good news to the poor. He has
sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the
blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s
favour.”
And he rolled up the scroll, gave it back to the attendant, and sat
down. The eyes of all in the synagogue were fixed on him. Then he began
to say to them, “Today this scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing.”
All spoke well of him and were amazed at the gracious words that came
from his mouth. They said, “Is not this Joseph’s son?” He said to them,
“Doubtless you will quote to me this proverb, ‘Doctor, cure yourself!’
And you will say, ‘Do here also in your home town the things that we
have heard you did at Capernaum.’” And he said, “Truly I tell you, no
prophet is accepted in the prophet’s home town. But the truth is, there
were many widows in Israel in the time of Elijah, when the heaven was
shut up for three years and six months, and there was a severe famine over
all the land; yet Elijah was sent to none of them except to a widow at
Zarephath in Sidon. There were also many lepers in Israel in the time of
the prophet Elisha, and none of them was cleansed except Naaman the
Syrian.’ When they heard this, all in the synagogue were filled with rage.
They got up, drove him out of the town, and led him to the brow of the hill
on which their town was built, so that they might hurl him off the cliff.
But he passed through the midst of them and went on his way. (NRSV)
This text serves as a launching point in the ministry of Jesus. It also describes the nature
of his ministry, which involves the poor, the captive, the blind, and the oppressed—a
group that forces inclusion. One theological dictionary of the New Testament explains,
“All these themes—eschatological expectation, the embracing of the Gentiles, and the
links with salvation, righteousness and peace (Ps. 95:1; 40:9; Isa. 52:7)—point towards
the NT” (Kittel, Friedrich, and Bromiley 267). In the New Testament, Jesus takes this
role as anointed prophet. Jesus himself, as illustrated in Luke 4:18, is the good news to
the world and especially the outcast. The outcast group represents people who have been
marginalized by society and ignored. In light of the ministry of Jesus as defined in Luke 4
and played out in all of Luke, the church should embrace special needs ministry.
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The Luke 4 passage represents a theological motif that I call the Ministry of Jesus.
Jesus ministered to those who were outcast, strangers, not welcomed, or ignored. The
simple yet profound theological idea is that God desires everyone to enter into
relationship with him. The ministry of Jesus focused many times on those whom society
said did not belong. Jesus, through his ministry on earth, is saying bring the people unto
me. In light of William C. Gaventa, Christine D. Pohl, Brett Webb-Mitchel, Henry J. W.
Nouwen, and others, I developed a theology that says the church’s responsibility is to
help children find their calling and ministry. I based this theology on the ministry of
Jesus.
This theology for children with exceptionalities lifts up the worth of each child,
seeks inclusion in the life of the church and in the spiritual journey, sees the strengths and
value of children with disabilities, and advocates hands-on, informed patient
involvement. Exceptional theology rests on the very nature of Jesus’ ministry in that it
brings to the forefront those who are naturally left out. It is easy to ignore, but Jesus
places the poor, the captives, the blind, and the oppressed at the center of his ministry.
Jesus saw the value in all people. Many historical and other theological reasons exist for
Jesus’ ministry focus, but one thing that stands out most prominently for me. Jesus knew
that when working with people who are marginalized or simply those who are not
included or those who need extra help, powerful transformation occurs.
The ministry of Jesus focused on the individual. Granted, Jesus ministered to the
masses, but the stories that focus on the needs of individuals dominate the Gospels. The
Samaritan woman, Lazarus, Mary Magdalene, and others exemplify that Jesus tended to
individual needs. Others who remain nameless in Scripture such as the man not able to
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reach the pool and the woman with the issue of blood, exemplify that Jesus not only met
the needs of individuals, but he met the needs of those individuals who were outcasts and
most difficult to reach (Lowe 2008). In essence, these people had special needs—some
physical needs, others social inclusion needs. Whatever the case, the ministry of Jesus
teaches the need to reach out to individuals and to reach out intentionally to individuals
who are the most difficult to reach.
This type of ministry has a special invitation to the broken and bruised
(Seamands, Wounds 10). Lazarus is a great example of an individual who had special
needs. One might say that he represents a total disability (Lowe 2008). His death
represents a complete lack of power and helplessness. Lazarus represents the most
difficult case, yet people with disabilities and total disabilities such as Lazarus were
exactly those to whom Jesus ministered. This study advocates such an approach: one that
seeks to meet the needs of individuals with special needs, the most difficult to meet.
The implication here for ministry is that if the church seeks to participate in a
significant part of Jesus’ ministry, it must also meet the needs of individuals whose needs
are most difficult to meet. Many churches simply overlook such ministry, sighting lack of
funds or being guided by poor theology, which breeds an environment of inactiveness.
This study advocates a theology for the child with exceptionalities that are focused on the
child not the disability, focused on community not exclusion, and focused on the gifts and
talents of the child. It also seeks to provide the church with an informed approach to
special needs ministry. This theology also advocates for praxis (Swinton 13).
Understanding the theology is not enough, one must get involved, and through informed
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involvement and community the children begin to find God on their own terms and find
their calling and ministry.
As leaders and Sunday school teachers go through the training sessions, their
understanding of disabilities will increase, their theology regarding children with special
needs will be informed, their ability to use strategies and methods for engaging children
in a Sunday school environment will increase, and their delivery of Sunday school or
biblical lessons will foster an intentional environment where children with disabilities can
meet God on their terms. These are the desired outcomes.
Overview
The Chapter 2 literary review focuses on two essential movements: (1) the divine
value of persons with exceptionalities, and (2) the church’s response to persons with
exceptionalities. The first movement addresses the fundamental principle that God values
all people. It then lays down biblical and theological support for such an assumption and
its basic conclusion that all people have a calling and ministry. This study presumes that
the person with exceptionalities is included in this conclusion. The person with
exceptionalities has a calling and ministry before God. The study also contains biblical
and theological support for such a claim. Children with disabilities need special and
informed help to develop and live out their calling and ministry. The second movement
explores the current state of the church’s response and recognizes that vast improvements
are needed. It also describes a typical classroom structure for children with disabilities
and how the church might learn from that classroom environment. Contextualized
strategies for engaging children with disabilities in the Sunday school setting and a more
detailed look at delivery ends the chapter.
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Chapter 3 details the methodology for this study. The blueprint of this study is an
explanatory mixed-method design with a pretest/posttest quantitative measure. The
qualitative section came from the focus groups subsequent to the posttest survey. This
design is explained using a step-by-step process in detail so that someone else can
replicate this study. Chapter 3 looks at instrumentation and intervention design. Chapter 4
displays the results of the pretest and posttest questionnaires. Bar graphs illustrate the
differences in mean of each item along with other needed information from the statistical
analysis. Tables will display results of the qualitative findings. The chapter ends with a
summary of significant findings including those from the focus groups. Chapter 5
evaluates the ministry intervention and discusses the limitations of the study on
disabilities and ministry along with any implications. Recommendations are offered as to
where future research is needed and where this study might be strengthened.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
My son Robert (Betito) sings many songs. He loves to repeat entire scenes from
VeggieTale movies, and even draws and colors the characters. Betito can say many
words and likes to be tickled behind his ears. Betito is nine years old and knows how to
make chocolate milk and manipulate his DVD player. Bettio likes to play with his toys.
He has many figurines and he takes them to bed at night or arranges them very carefully
on the dining room table. Betito likes to go to school. He walks to class with his sisters
and plays with his classmates. Betito knows how to read and count. He plays in the gym
and has learned to eat some of the cafeteria food. Betito likes to go to church. He has
learned most of the “Our Father” and has even sung in front of the church. Betito prays
with his mom before bedtime. Betito knows his Bible verse he has recited since he was
small: “Dios es amor. God is love.” His smile lights up the room and his hugs are
priceless. This is my son, Betito. He is the apple of his mother’s eye, and, more
importantly, he is a cherished child of God.
The church has not expanded its focus sufficiently to meet the needs of
individuals with disabilities. I believe the church does want to include everyone but it
simply lacks some training and understanding regarding some of the special needs and
strategies that can be put in place to engage children with disabilities and their spiritual
and physical needs (“That All May Worship”). Adults need to be equipped and churches
need to be made aware. This study intends to help equip adults for ministry in disability
issues and raise awareness to a group of teachers, pastors, and Christian education teams.
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Such equipping will hopefully lead to more effective ministry with children with
disabilities and with ALL children.
This literary review focuses on two essential movements: (1) the divine value of
persons with exceptionalities, and (2) the church’s response to persons with disabilities.
The first movement addresses the fundamental principle that God values all people and
lays down biblical and theological support for such an assumption and its basic
conclusion that all people have a calling and ministry. This study presumes that the
person with exceptionalities is included in this conclusion. The person with disabilities
has a calling and ministry before God. The study also contains biblical and theological
support for such a claim. Children with disabilities need special and informed help to
develop and live out their calling and ministry. The second movement explores the
current state of the church’s response, recognizing that vast improvement is needed. It
also describes the science behind teaching methods, a typical classroom structure for
children with disabilities, and how the church might learn from that classroom
environment. Contextualized strategies for engaging children with disabilities in the
Sunday school setting and a more detailed look at church curriculum end the chapter.
Theological Framework
Scripture states God deeply cares for all people. John writes, “For God so loved
the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him may not perish
but may have eternal life” (John 3:16). God loves the world. God loves all people.
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God Values All People
The Bible narrative is the story of God and his developing relationship with
people. Narrative theology advocates the transforming power for people who live out the
story. Joel B. Green and Michael Pasquarello, III share about the power of story:
If we all live story-formed lives, then we are confronted with questions,
the answer is nonnegotiable: Our task is to make our lodging the Genesisto-Revelation narrative so that our modes of interpretation are conformed
to the biblical narrative, so that this story decisively shapes our lives.” (16)
When Christians see the biblical narrative as Scripture, it transforms lives and puts people
on the narrative path of the God story. God desires everyone to be a part of that
transformative and life changing story. In fact, everyone is part of this grand narrative to
one degree or another. Some may simply reject it, some may embrace it, and others need
help discovering it. From Genesis to Revelation, the Bible, at its core, deals with this
ongoing relationship with people. The implication of this biblical narrative is that God
has an interest in people. Indeed, God has an invested interest in the people of this world
so much so that he was willing to send his Son to save the world.
This event is seen as the middle of the biblical narrative: the saving act of Jesus
Christ. The Godhead decided that someone had to come and save the world, missio Dei—
the mission of God. This theology insists that the church exists to fulfill the mission of
God that comes forth from God himself who intends to show his love and grace to the
world. God’s mission for the church is not to build intimidating buildings that no one
enters and force the understanding of the gospel; rather, it is to be the hands and feet of
Jesus in the spirit of Jesus’ own ministry as laid out in Luke 4:16-30.
The Luke 4 is the agenda setting text for Jesus’ ministry and sets the tone for his
mission, which involves movement beyond the synagogue, inclusion of those on the
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margins, and a reorientation from self-assumptions regarding God’s blessing towards that
of others receiving God’s blessing. Jesus’ ministry is foundational for a missional
people—a people who live out the very purposes and mission of God. God intentionally
sought and still seeks to be involved in the lives of people. People are meaningful to God
because he has invested deeply in them, and Jesus is perhaps the greatest example of this
investment.
God values all people (Pohl 6), but his interest does not stop there. Just as the
Godhead had a plan and purpose in sending Jesus, so does God expect his people to live
in purpose and ministry. Darrell L. Guder and his colleagues tackled what the missional
church would look like in North America: “Mission means sending, and it is the central
biblical theme describing the purpose of God’s action in human history” (4). This kind of
purpose connects people with God. For many, the church has become stagnant and
unwilling to embrace the changing nature of its purpose. It has retreated from a missional
model to an inward model that expects people to come to the church.
The missional church by its very nature is mobile and flexible in that it is willing
to move according to the purposes of God. Guder writes about the focus of theology:
“The reorientation of our theology under the ‘mission of God’ has been the central focus
of our deliberations. We have accepted the definition of the church as God’s instrument
for God’s mission, convinced that this is scripturally warranted” (8). A sending out
quality exists to the missional church and to a missional people that stands in contrast to
the “come to us” mentality and theology of Christendom. God values people so much that
he provides everyone with a calling and ministry that is also outward focused and
reflective of the missional nature of God and Jesus’ ministry.
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God values community because his nature is community (Cantalamessa 312). Not
only does the Godhead desire for people to live with purpose, but God himself is an
example of how community is a crucial part of connecting to the world. The Trinity by
their very nature is community, each one playing a role in developing a relationship with
each other and all people. The Trinity leads to an extremely important point, which is that
relationships are at the core of who God is and believers get to enter in as partners
(Seamands, Ministry 12). Not only is God involved in relationships, but a relationship
that is peaceful and productive. Raneiro Cantalamessa writes, “Though peace is an
attribute of all three Persons of the Trinity, it is ascribed in a special way to the Holy
Spirit. Peace is ‘tranquility of order’ in the relationship between a number of persons”
(312). Community comes from God and God works in community in a way that brings
peace. All persons are invited into community and peace.
Biblical Foundation
Luke 4 begins with what is often referred to as the temptation of Jesus:
Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan and was led by the
Spirit in the wilderness, where for forty days he was tempted by the devil.
He ate nothing at all during those days, and when they were over, he was
famished. (Luke 4:1-2)
The temptation story is located in the wilderness and involves the character Satan. The
narrative then leads up to Jesus arising in the synagogue at Nazareth and reading the
Isaiah scroll, which in many ways sets the agenda for the rest of his ministry in Luke:
When he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, he went to the
synagogue on the sabbath day, as was his custom. He stood up to read, and
the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. (Luke 4:16-17)
Many of those persons mentioned in chapters 1-3 are people who seem to be on the
outside. In referring to Luke 4, Gail R. O’Day writes, “The ‘fulfillment’ is the mandate to
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redefine the mission of the chosen community, to recognize the outsider—Gentile and the
lepers—belong to the jubilee of God” (361). Whether Anna who was elderly or the
shepherds who tended sheep in the field; God decided to use them even though they were
outsiders to much of their community. Jesus himself was born in a manger by a young
woman with no husband. A woman in such a situation would be seen as an outcast in the
society of the time. One commentary reflects on chapters 1-3:
The story begins with a roll call of important persons: governors and
kings, even the high priest. In surprising contrast, however, “the word of
God” comes not to any of these but to an unknown prophet out in the
wilderness. The redemptive work of which Mary sang in the Magnificat is
under way: “He has brought down the powerful from their thrones, and
lifted up the lowly” (1:52). In all ages, God’s work proceeds among the
poor and the dispossessed. (Culpepper and Day)
The author goes on to say that the church has difficulty grasping the concept that God
works not only metaphorically with the poor, but also spiritually using their gifts. The
gospel of Luke is reflective of this concept. Those who are not at the center of society are
used centrally by God to carry out his purposes and mission. Luke 1-3 and the beginning
of chapter 4 suggest such a notion.
Jesus set his agenda for his ministry with this Luke 4:18-19 paraphrase:
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring
good news to those who are poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to
the captives and recovery of sight to those who are blind, to let the
oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor to those who
are not at the center.
The tone of this declaration is missional and also speaks to Jesus’ calling and ministry. In
a literary analysis of Luke 4:16-30, Jeffrey S. Siker concludes that for Luke the inclusion
and mission of the Gentiles is at the heart of this text. He writes, “Gentile inclusion and
the Gentile mission are the lens through which Luke sees the ministry of Jesus” (74).
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Mission and ministry of the Gentiles and Jesus point to the purpose tone of this text. The
declaration in the Luke 4 pericope seems to please the crowd initially. They spoke well of
him (v. 22), but soon the tone changed. The crowd asked a question: “Is not this Joseph’s
son?” and this question prompts Jesus to speak again (vv. 23-24). Jesus reacted perhaps
with some frustration as he predicted not so much what they will say (Doctor, cure
yourself) but rather what their attitude would be. The crowd believed that God had
chosen to work within their own kind.
More specifically, the comments from the crowd suggest that because Jesus was
from Nazareth the crowd thought they should receive some special treatment (Kerr 139).
Their example points to a larger problem of exclusion to those who were not like them.
They thought the miracles should not have happened at Capernaum but in Nazareth. In
short, they were self-centered. Jesus responded by referring to Elijah and the widow at
Zarephath and Elisha and the lepers. In both cases (1 Kings 17:124; 2 Kings 5:1-19), the
Israelites did not receive the touch of God, the Gentiles did. This sense of loyalty to one’s
own kind is a common perspective of the time. Conflict arose as Jesus pushed those in
the synagogue to go beyond this perspective and embrace those who were not part of
their group or center. Regarding the conflict of those listening to Jesus in the synagogue
Kerr writes, “They cannot tolerate a conception of God who in the ministry of Jesus will
go out to outcasts such as pagans and widows” (139). Jesus speaks about looking out and
beyond self.
This belief is at the heart of being missional, a perspective that lives out the
mission of God by not focusing inwardly but with the willingness to walk alongside the
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culture and engage it with the gospel. Barbara Reid explains how the inside must be lived
out:
My colleague Stephen Bevans has elaborated a missionary theology of the
Spirit, naming it “God inside-out.” Today’s Gospel says that this Spirit
now rests upon Jesus, who makes humanly visible and outwardly tangible
the inner heart of God, who desires healing, wholeness and jubilee justice.
(37)
Jesus’ purpose and ministry is very much connected with the poor, the captives, the blind,
and the oppressed and living and letting people see the inside out. Believers have the
privilege of seeking and living out their calling and ministry, a calling founded in the
missional nature of God and a ministry reflective of Jesus’ ministry. Discovering such
calling and ministry takes community, understanding of the Scriptures, an understanding
of self, and a true connection with God.
God Values All People with Special Needs
Those who desire to live out their calling and ministry are usually limited by their
own rebellion and lack of desire and not by some physical and mental limitation. These
limitations might seem insurmountable if other challenges were added on. If one was not
able to engage in a conversation with the pastor of the church, to connect with a group, or
to access the building due to physical disabilities, finding one’s calling and ministry
becomes extremely difficult. However, ALL persons, including special needs persons,
have a calling and ministry (Schuster; Nouwen; Collie; Webb-Mitchell, God). Although
those with disabilities have an exponentially more difficult time discovering their calling
and ministry, the church must not think that calling and ministry is somehow missing.
Calling and ministry. Calling and ministry become more difficult to discover
and live out with some. Clara Shaw Schuster explains, “Each of us, regardless of age,
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race, or handicapping condition, must have someone to show us and tell us about God’s
love before we can understand and accept the message of salvation” (10). The same is
true for understanding and accepting one’s calling and ministry. In community God’s
plan and purposes become apparent and blossom, yet the collection and severity of
disabilities make up what is often called the cloud of disability, and individuals with
exceptionalities need community (Collie 28) to help navigate this cloud as they seek to
live out their calling and ministry.
Nouwen gives a wonderful example of this phenomenon as he writes about his
friendship with Bill. Bill has limited mental capacities and is part of the Daybreak
community where Henri lives. In the face of Bill’s limited abilities and special needs,
they became friends and partners in ministry. Nouwen tells a story about a Washington,
DC speaking engagement and how Bill’s comments changed the atmosphere of the room
to a more light and friendly occasion. Nouwen shares that moment:
Often I told Bill that those who are baptized and confirmed have a new
vocation, the vocation to proclaim to others the good news of Jesus. Bill
had listened to me carefully, and when I invited him to go with me to
Washington, D.C., to speak to priests and ministers, he accepted it as an
invitation to join me in my ministry. “We are doing this together,” he said
at different times in the days before we left. “Yes,” I kept saying, “we are
doing this together. You and I are going to Washington to proclaim the
Gospel.” (16)
Bill’s ministry was discovered and shared in community with his famous friend Henri
who did not limit him but instead saw an exceptional man. So much can be learned by
this friendship as it illustrates the point that people need the help of each other to find our
calling and ministry. The words “we are doing this together” are not just the words of
Bill; rather, they are powerful words that remind persons of the power of inclusion. E.
Amanda Boutot writes, “Everyone needs friends. Positive social relationships with peers
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are an essential ingredient to a good quality life” (160). Community within the church is a
natural place for positive relationships.
Many who have special needs have special talents that are at times undiscovered
or hidden in light of the cloud of disability. Ben is man who battles mood swings to the
point where they have necessitated institutionalization. Despite his sporadic behavior and
emotional instability, Ben is really a poet and one who questions and searches for God
through his poetry:
Life,…
You call this living?
You should check your analogy.
You call this living in your so-called society?
Examine,… review,… try it again.
Sorry, but life is pain.
And the world is one outlet,
A host to a race of infinity.
Will we live to see eternity? (qtd. in Webb-Mitchell, God 73)
Community and the church need to come around Ben along with professionals to bring
out this great gift and guide him as he, too, seeks the Lord. Ben was eventually released
to a halfway house where he has more freedom and responsibility. God values Ben, and
while Ben struggles with his faith, the church must struggle and walk alongside him as
they face these challenges together. Webb-Mitchel writes about Ben’s struggles:
For with Ben, while one answer works for him one day, the question
changes the next day, if not the next minute, and the old answer just does
not work for him anymore, And yet, even in the midst of the questions,
there is stubborn faith that is born out through it all, and Ben still
acknowledges the presence of God. (73)
Talents and gifts such as Ben’s are needed in the body of Christ so much so that the
church has been the lesser without such talents and gifts. In them one sees the hand of
God and one clearly sees that God values such special persons.
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Ministering to people who struggle with different clouds of disability becomes a
challenge. Some in the church may say that doing so is too difficult or that God wants the
church to spend its time elsewhere or to focus on other aspects of ministry. Devita Parnell
writes about the ministry and role of the church, “The church’s role is one of loving
embrace that says to all that they are full of dignity and worth, uniquely gifted for service
and ministry in the body of Christ” (1). This notion is true for all and speaks to
meaningful ministry. Quite simply, the church should focus on ministry to and with
persons with special needs because Jesus’ ministry directs the church to do so. Jesus’
ministry center as proclaimed in Luke 4:18-19 focused on those who were outcast: the
poor, the captives, the blind, and the oppressed. Jesus reached out to those who were not
churched and who were outsiders—those who were most difficult to include. The church
must do the same if it desires to be in alignment with the focus of Jesus’ ministry. The
church is on a mission of faith and witness, struggle and justice, fellowship and hope, and
this mission must include people with disabilities at all levels of participation and
decision making (Eiesland 104). The church should not say persons with disabilities
cannot participate; doing so risks missing deep involvement with Jesus’ ministry. The
church must respond (Parnell 2) by giving access to worship services, access to facilities,
and education that equips.
Theology and ministry. Theologically, the poor in Luke 4 may be looked upon
as cloud of disability in that the church does not know what to do with children with
special needs. No system is in place to deal effectively with the children in the local
church as was the case with the poor of antiquity, and, as a result, they are overlooked.
Children with special needs are not poor; rather, some of the issues the children face as a
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result of their cloud of disability are similar to the poor. The church must decide to
engage the children and not ignore them. Webb-Mitchell writes about a boy named
Joshua who plays the piano:
No disabled person’s worth should be judged according to our frail,
changing human standards. Instead, we all have dazzling worth in God’s
presence, in God’s eyes, as we were created to worship and glorify the
Creator. It is this ability that, remarkably, still seems intact in Joshua’s
life. (God 4)
Exceptional theology echoes this biblical concept that people, ALL people including
children with special needs, have worth before God. The children must not be overlooked
but must be made a focus so the church might discover their limitless value and spiritual
profoundness (Martin and Travis 11). God values children with special needs: They are
part of the church, and the church remains in poverty, absent the value of special
children.
The idea of captor is also found in the cloud of disability. The cloud of disability
at times is engulfing and imprisoning to children with special needs. Occasionally,
children will become so focused on self-stimulation that they tune the rest of the world
out. They are seemingly trapped within the walls of self-stimulation. The repetitive nature
of such events only leads to a deeper and more complex trap. Perhaps, one way the two
are not similar is that when captives are in prison, their natural response is to want
freedom. I am not sure the same is true for some children. Although from time to time
some children will experience frustration with the cloud of disability, which implies the
sporadic realization of their own disability. Nonetheless, the cloud of disability imprisons
people so they feel isolated and alone, begging a response from the church. Wolf
Wolfensberger developed a theology of integration for devalued individuals and those
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with disabilities. He advocates for the inclusion of devalued people and also suggests that
Christians must act:
By extending oneself into integration, especially via life sharing, one
expresses one’s solidarity with a group that is devalued or oppressed, and
one rejects or refuses to act out the devaluing segregation imposed by
others. In that sense, one imitates Christ, and imitatio Christi is an old
tradition within the church. (qtd. in Gaventa and Coulter, Theological
Voice 63)
Believers must not only hope for inclusion of any special needs person but actively seek
out ways to get involved and act. This approach is part of the nature of Jesus’ ministry;
this approach is also the nature of exceptional theology, which advocates that God values
children with special needs.
The cloud of disability acts as a veil between children and their environment
(Lowe 2007). Many children are either unaware or choose not to engage fully in their
surroundings. A child with special needs can enter into a room of people and simply
ignore them all while only taking interest in the newly patterned toy blocks on the floor.
They simply do not see the world the same way others do. Antiquity offered no cures for
blindness: “To be overtaken by blindness is the ultimate disaster because with it becomes
total dependence on others; thus, blindness is from earliest times associated with special
junctions of care” (Freedman 12 VI). The blind were dependent on the people around
them to survive, especially those who did not have immediate family.
Other children have difficulty distinguishing what is of their own body and what
is not. Others use their body parts oddly, such as an excessively flapping their hands
(Kasa-Hendrickson). Common sense decisions become major issues. One child struggles
with getting a haircut because of the perception that hair, part of the body, is being
removed. Robert Perske shares his insights regarding religious educational programs for
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the mentally challenged. One case regarded a group of mentally challenged and blind
boys. An aid was assigned to each boy along with empathy and educational training for
the aid. The approach focused on what those boys could do:
In the service the aides lead the children through a ritual of touching,
feeling, tasting, orienting, and listening along with singing the usual
Sunday songs and praying the usual Sunday prayers…. Yet, this program
has taught two chaplains, and the P.A. trainees to listen closely for the
strengths that these children have. (33)
This approach is powerful because it illustrates the strengths and abilities of the person.
School teachers and church leaders who interact with children with special needs
should focus on what the child does well (Crozier and Tincani 153). By engaging the
child, using floor time, singing songs, and playing games, the teacher begins to
understand the makeup and personhood of the child. This engagement is needed so that
the teacher can then find strategies to help the child become more aware of her own
reality, relationships, and strengths. The tendency is to see children in terms of their
disability; God sees them in terms of their abilities with hearts and souls just like
everyone else. An exceptional theology invites the hands-on participation of teachers and
helpers, so they may find some of the strengths in the children. Then eyes will be opened.
Many children with special needs function better in some type of organized or
structured environment (Swanson and Lock 182). Regarding the structure needed in the
classroom Terri Cooper Swanson and Robin H. Lock write, “Design schedules so they
can be manipulated so the child will know what has taken place” (183). Swanson and
Lock give examples of using weekly calendars, people locators, daily schedules, and
activity schedules, all visually displayed to provide the needed structure. Most children
will transition to some unexpected event with a simple comment of explanation, but
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children with special needs have difficulty with not fulfilling routine. Panic attacks set in,
an unhealthy word repetition occurs, and, in rigorous cases, severe amounts of frustration
or even self-harming occur. These incidences can feel like a form of oppression to those
involved. This reality has parents giving certain outings a second thought. They might
ask themselves, “Is it really worth risking such a stressful episode?” The same reality
causes parents and family members not to get involved in church activities, breeds a
sense of frustration, and, if left unresolved by the inactiveness of the church, raises
feelings that they are not welcome or not important.
Exceptional theology dictates active local church involvement so that this form of
oppression is lifted. Webb-Mitchell writes about involvement and community:
Reaching out and being Christ’s community with people with disabilities
is an important issue now, given the way that many in the world perceive
people with any kind of disabling condition… Standing against the tide of
social trends is the Church, which becomes a sanctuary, truly a safe haven
for people with disabilities. In order to let others know of the concern that
the Church has for brothers and sisters with disabilities, an invitation is
extended to the disability community, in hopes of welcoming and
accepting all who are invited to God’s banquet. (God 179)
Not only does the local church need to extend an invitation, but the church needs to be
available to help families get to their seat at the table. This involvement may mean
sacrificing a seat for a meal so a single mom can go to service and know that when she
arrives a group of people are waiting to receive her and her daughter with autism
spectrum disorder. This involvement is messy at times. The daughter may decide to fall
limp to the floor or stay in the car, but active patient involvement will overcome this
oppression and point to the value that the church and God have for children. When done
in the spirit of Jesus’ ministry, messy involvement is transformed into a ministry that
welcomes, a ministry that supports (Pohl), and a ministry that is exceptional.
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Children with special needs and ministry do have their challenges. No one is
trying to down play the pragmatic reality associated with the cloud of disability. It is real
and comes with all the implications of such a harsh reality. Children with special needs,
just like any other children, are valued and worthy of the church’s best ministry efforts.
The church can no longer hide behind the curtain of ignorance but must become
informed, proactive, intentional, and involved in the lives of the children and their
families. To do anything less would be to ignore the very nature and power of Jesus’
ministry as laid out in the Gospel of Luke. Liz O’Brien comments regarding the need for
better access:
All children deserve to have access to high quality teaching and learning
in RE [Religious Education]. It is essential that any future curriculum
initiatives or strategies, whether local or national, should have
representation across the special needs spectrum to ensure access and
inclusion. (136)
The church has a God-given responsibility to minister to all children. The church has
fallen behind in its efforts to engage in such a worthy ministry with those who have
special needs.
This theology for children with exceptionalities lifts up the worth of each child,
seeks inclusion in the life of the church and inclusion in the spiritual journey, sees the
strengths and value of children, and advocates hands-on informed patient involvement.
Exceptional theology rests on the very nature of Jesus’ ministry in that it brings to the
forefront those who are naturally left out. In the special education classroom, the
inclusive classroom creates an environment where students belong. Boutot writes, “The
philosophy of social inclusion is that all students in a classroom can work together and
‘belong’ in the class” (156). Belonging is part of exceptional theology. Perhaps ignoring
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the outcast is easier but Jesus places the poor, the captives, the blind, and the oppressed at
the center of his ministry. Jesus saw the value in all people.
Many historical and other theological reasons exist for Jesus’ ministry focus, but
it had one prominent feature. Jesus knew that when working with those people who are
marginalized or simply those who are not part of the in-group or those who need extra
help, powerful transformation occurs. The church has missed out in such transformational
ministry (“That All May Worship”). The church may lag behinds its biblical mandate left
by Jesus and often poorly addresses the needs of individuals with disabilities.
Those with disabilities and those without disabilities essentially have the same
desire to attend church; the percentage of those with disabilities who actually attend
church is significantly lower. A gap exists, implying that access, whether represented by
structural building issues and/or negative attitudes, limits participation. The National
Organization on Disability is an advocate group who surveys issues regarding special
needs people:
Most congregations work hard to be hospitable and welcoming, but
barriers which exclude children and adults with disabilities from full
participation may not be easily understood or identified. Certainly, it is
easier to add ramps, pew cuts, accessible parking places and restroom than
to remove the barriers of limiting attitudes and stereotypical thinking.
(“What is the Religious Participation Gap?”)
This type of stereotypical thinking shuts out people and blocks their pathway to a
relationship with God. A need exists to refocus church strategies and purposes to include
people who have special needs (Eiesland 69). The church can do better.
The church should enhance its response. Exceptional theology advocates
involvement founded in the ministry of Jesus. Jesus’ ministry as proclaimed in Luke
4:18-19 focused on those who were outcasts and outsiders: the poor, the captives, the
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blind, and the oppressed. Jesus reached out to those who were not churched, those who
were most difficult to include. He left the comfort of the synagogue and sought to include
people from other cultures, women like the woman at the well or the man who was
lowered though the roof. People were not only struggling with some spiritual issue but
were considered outcasts. Some had physical defects; and others were diseased. Jesus
reached out by sensing the needs of each individual (Lowe 2008). The people had
individual needs or special needs.
God values people with disabilities. The ministry of Jesus was filled with
moments when Jesus went out of his way to interact and walk with those who had
disabilities. These disabilities came in the form of the blind, the lame, those with leprosy,
the paralyzed, the woman with the issue of blood, and many more who had special needs
(Matt. 9:1-8; Mark 2:1-12; Luke 8:43-48; 17:11-19). Jesus not only saw the individual
needs, not only reached the outcasts, not only sought to include those no one wanted to
include, but he sought to minister to those who were most difficult to reach. The extreme
case of this concept is Lazarus who died and is in a state of total disability. Jesus,
showing his care for those difficult to reach, still met his needs (Lowe 2008). People tend
to look at the blind person in light of the great miracle of God and focus on the disability,
but Jesus instead saw the person. God values those who have disabilities as demonstrated
in Jesus’ powerful ministry. This godly value is the theological foundation that hurls the
church into action to reach out to those most difficult to reach.
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God Values Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
This study references a specific population of people with special needs—children
with autism spectrum disorder. God values children with autism spectrum disorder, and
they have a calling and ministry like any other child. Exceptional theology focuses on the
ability of the child not the disability. The focus is the calling and ministry not the
disability. A theology for children with exceptionalities mandates the church’s response
to the challenges of children with autism spectrum disorder.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, children with disabilities are among the most
neglected population in the church today. Children with autism spectrum disorder can
rise to an even higher level of neglect because part of their challenge is a difficulty to
understand and communicate (Bellon-Harn, Harn, and Watson 157). The cloud of
disability helps create distance for many children with autism spectrum disorder. In fact,
this is at the very nature of autism spectrum disorder; a desire to not be in community.
Disabilities and Ministry
Persuasive developmental disorder (PDD) is an umbrella term that covers many
neurological disorders including autism spectrum disorder. The American Psychiatric
Association describes PDD:
Pervasive Developmental Disorders are characterized by severe and
pervasive impairment in several areas of development: reciprocal social
interaction skills, communication skills, or the presence of stereotyped
behavior, interests, and activities. The qualitative impairments that define
these conditions are distinctly deviant relative to the individual’s
developmental level or mental age. (69)
This description is consistent with the struggles that undergird autism spectrum disorder.
Social and communication skills along with a focus on distinct behaviors lay at the heart
of many developmental disorders including autism spectrum disorder.
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Alan Carr comments on the characteristics of PDD:
Children who show extremely marked abnormalities in their capacity for
reciprocal social interaction, in communication and language
development, and in the development of symbolic play, and in addition
display restricted, repetitive patterns of activities and interests from
infancy, are classified within ICD-10 and DSM-IV as having pervasive
developmental disorders. (289)
Many people may exhibit certain delays in learning or other life issues and do not
necessarily have autism spectrum disorder. Asperger’s syndrome is another form of
Pervasive developmental disorder (PDD), which includes many of the social
abnormalities and repetitive behaviors, but language and intellectual development is not
delayed (Attwood 13-16). This point illustrates the different nuances that exist regarding
developmental disorders. Under the PDD umbrella exists childhood autism spectrum
disorder, Rett’s syndrome, childhood disintegrative disorder, Asperger’s syndrome,
atypical autism spectrum disorder, and other developmental disorders (Carr 292). Autism
spectrum disorder is a category under PDD and characterized by a wide range of nuances
and severity from a total lack of verbal communication to fluent speech and from
complete withdrawal to active social engagement (Murdock, Cost, and Tieso 160).
Autism spectrum disorder is difficult to define because of its many characteristics and
overlapping nature with other developmental disorders. The American Psychiatric
Association released a table to help in diagnosis (75). They consider three major areas:
social interaction, communication, and stereotypical behavior. The diagnosis is based on
the fulfillment of a criteria and becomes complex to diagnose (McCauley 170). The
purpose here is not to get involved in the technical aspects of diagnosis but to look at
common characteristics of autism spectrum disorder that exist over the spectrum.
Although the severities of common characteristics vary within the autism spectrum
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disorder, the disorder is characterized by the following traits: (1) communication
challenges, (2) self-stimulation, (3) sensory integration, and (4) socialization (Lowe
2007).
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DMS-IV-TR) lists
the diagnostic criterion for autism spectrum disorder. This list includes but is not limited
to lack of social or emotional reciprocity, delay or lack of spoken language, repetitive use
of language, repetitive motor mannerism, and persistent preoccupation with part of
objects (75). These characteristics are consistent with Tony Attwood, Carr, James M.
Kauffman, and Rebecca J. McCauley and the definition given by the American
Psychiatric Association. The American Psychiatric Association writes about the features
of autism spectrum disorder:
The essential features of Autistic Disorder are the presence of markedly
abnormal or impaired development in social interaction and
communication and a markedly restricted repertoire of activity and
interests. Manifestations of the disorder vary greatly depending on the
developmental level and chronological age of the individual. Autistic
Disorder is sometimes referred to as early infantile autism, childhood
autism, or Kanner’s autism. (70)
This definition is consistent with the four characteristics already describes. Those who
battle autism spectrum disorder face communicative and social challenges.
Communication Challenges
Communication challenges include limited, delayed, or lack of speech (American
Psychiatric Association 75). Other challenges involve issues such as echolalia, which is a
parroting event (Kauffman 506). For example in conversation one might say, “How are
you?” and a person without echolalia would respond, “Very well, thank you.” A child
with autism spectrum disorder might respond by just repeating “How are you?” (Bernard-
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Ripoll 100). Needless to say, this challenge makes conversation especially difficult.
Darren C. White has autism spectrum disorder and describes his challenges with
communication and perception:
I was rarely able to hear long sentences because my hearing distorted
them. I was sometimes able to hear a word or two at the start … and then
the next lot of words sort of merged into another and I could not make
head or tail of it…. I was so frightened of the vacuum cleaner, food mixer
… because they sounded about five times louder than they actually were.
(qtd. in Waterhouse 51)
Language is distorted and makes communication an extreme challenge. Some children
use one or two-word sentences to communicate and, in many cases, develop their own
special phrases that have meaning only to them and their families. Pretend play and
imitation are also communication struggles for children with autism spectrum disorder
(Ingersoll and Schreibman 487). Communication is limited within the family and even
more so to the general public who do not understand these special phrases or fine
distinctions.
Self-Stimulation
Self-stimulation is an over preoccupation with repetitive movements or repetitive
mannerisms (American Psychiatric Association 75). Self-stimulation takes on many
forms, but some common forms are the moving of hands, a fascination with objects such
as spoons or water, or a constant bouncing on a therapeutic ball. It is a soothing
mechanism. Everyone to a certain extent self-stimulates, but people with autism spectrum
disorder take it to an extreme, which disrupts the natural flow of personal engagement.
Depending on the severity, these types of behaviors can hinder social involvement and
interaction skills (Crozier and Sileo 26). Self-stimulation and its resultant behaviors add
to the complexity of autistic challenges.
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Sensory Integration
Sensory integration involves how children with autism spectrum disorder receive
and interpret sensory information. Many of the children do not have the ability to screen
out or select the sensory information that is appropriate for a certain situation. For some,
they perceive that too much is going on around them, almost like sensory overload
(Barrett 95). One common analogy is to ask a person who does not have autism spectrum
disorder to turn on the TV, turn up the volume very high, and put their nose to the screen,
and then try to enjoy the television show. Simply too much information exists and their
perspective is clouded. They obviously need to take a step back and lower the volume.
Many children with autism spectrum disorder do not have the filters in place that most
people have, and sensory integration is skewed. As a result, some children only like
certain foods, certain clothing will seem overly uncomfortable, and noises can be
perceived as extremely loud.
Socialization
Lack of socialization is another characteristic of autism spectrum disorder.
Communication challenges, self-stimulation, and sensory integration contribute to the
lack of socialization. Those who are not able to speak well, those who exhibit odd
behaviors, and those who perceive the world distortedly have a hard time being part of
community. Persons with autism spectrum disorder tend to want to be alone and often
lack friends. Boutot writes, “We all need friends. For many children with disabilities,
especially autism spectrum disorder (ASD), the development of social relationships may
be difficult due to the nature of the disability” (156). The nature of the disability makes
being relational extremely difficult. Children with autism spectrum disorder have a hard
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time starting or ending a conversation appropriately. A conversation might be interrupted
by some odd behavior or sound that may cause the hearer to retreat from the conversation
and the relationship, making socialization complex.
Disability as Culture
The world of autism spectrum disorder has its own culture and unique individuals
just like any other culture. Entering that world for outsiders is half the challenge.
Understanding how children interact with their environment is crucial as others seek to
engage them and have them engage people. O’Brien attempts to describe such an
environment:
Many children with autism spectrum disorder have difficultly even
tolerating the demands of their immediate environment. Some experience
mild to extreme hypersensitivity (over-stimulation) and/or hypo-sensitivity
(under-stimulation) in relation to the different sensory channels and may
be also subject to internal sensations. (133)
These challenges make reality clouded and make communication, relationships, and
understanding concepts difficult. Most people with autism spectrum disorder deal with
communication challenges, self-simulation, sensory integration, and socialization issues
on some level. All of these issues regardless of their severity make up what is often
termed the cloud of disability (Lowe 2007) and act as a veil that interferes with
connecting with their world. The scientific world offers some hope and gives an informed
approach to tackle these issues.
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Applied Behavior Analysis and the Science
The definitions of autism spectrum disorder inform people of the many challenges
faced by parents, teachers, and the individuals themselves. The behaviors exhibited can
be overwhelming, and one struggles to find appropriate responses to such behaviors. One
scientific school of thought in the world of education and psychology advocates the use
of applied behavior analysis (ABA).
ABA is an approach that centers on behavior change by focusing on the context
and consequences so that individuals may choose appropriate behavior (Alberto and
Troutman 18). The Society for the Experimental Analysis of Behavior defines ABA as
the “process of applying sometimes tentative principles of behavior to the improvement
of specific behaviors, and simultaneously evaluating whether or not any changes noted
are indeed attributed to the process of application” (91). The basic idea is that through
some form of systematic conditioning, individuals will choose behavior change. ABA is
more than behavior change in that an assurance must exist that the operant condition that
brought about the desired behavior and this behavior did not come about by coincidence
or by other factors (21). ABA is behavior change where the individual is always given the
choice to change the behavior.
Applied behavior analysis is derived from B. F. Skinner’s operant conditioning
and is one of the most researched areas of science today (L. Miller 5). Systematic and
replicable change is the key to ABA. The criterion of ABA consists of applied,
behavioral, analytical, technological, conceptually systematic, effective, and capable of
generalized outcomes (Cooper, Heron, and Heward 16). Essentially, behavior is
improved and a relationship exists between the controlled events and the dependable
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change in some measurable way. This change should be clear enough to be replicated by
using the governing principles of the intervention to the extent of clinical and/or social
significance that lasts over some definable period of time (Alberto and Troutman 19-22).
The behavior change needs to fulfill this standard in order to be considered ABA.
Applied behavior analysis has a flow and design to it that begins with the
antecedent stimulus, behavior change, and then the discriminative stimulus (Alberto and
Troutman 18). Behavior change is always a choice and is never manipulated. The
antecedent or discriminative stimuli and the consequence or reinforcing stimulus are
manipulated, not the individual. Ethics are important, and maintaining a clear sense of
choice for the individual will make a for a healthy and productive experience. John O.
Cooper, Timothy E. Heron, and William L. Heward write, “The transparent, public nature
of ABA should raise its value in fields such as education, parenting, and child care,
employee productivity, geriatrics, health and safety, and social work” (19). The sequence
is stimulus, behavior, and stimulus with stimuli changing as needed and the individual
always having a behavior change choice.
In short, ABA is the science of improving behavior systematically in some
measurable and replicable way. Cooper, Heron, and Heward give a clear and concise
definition:
Applied behavioral analysis is the science in which tactics derived from
the principles of behavior are applied systematically to improve socially
significant behavior and experimentation is used to identify the variables
responsible for behavior change. (20)
The goal of ABA is behavior change for appropriate and meaningful life experiences. As
behaviors change to more appropriate ones, the individual has life improvement. The
implications of ABA are numerous, but here is a selection: The first implication is one of
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ethics. ABA must be done with social efficacy as its ultimate goal, keeping the individual
first and not the power one has with ABA (Alberto and Troutman 389). Even though the
individual should never be manipulated, the potential for abuse is present with such
power, so one must exercise caution and wisdom.
Another implication regarding ABA is that it has tremendous application in the
many areas, including but not limited to education, psychology, mental health, family
theory, and the business world (Cooper, Heron, and Heward 14). Indeed, anywhere
behavior change is desired, ABA is a valuable resource. Specific to this study, ABA can
be applied to those who struggle with autism spectrum disorder. ABA can help those who
struggle with communication challenges, self-stimulation, sensory integration, and
socialization. The behaviors that accompany autism spectrum disorder, as described
previously, create a culture where life improvement and behavior change is needed.
L. Keith Miller writes about behavior analysis in a more practical and general
way. He looks at how environment can change behavior in everyday life (5). Several
topics mentioned in Miller’s book are relevant to the topic such as stimulus equivalence
and differential reinforcement. Stimulus equivalence refers to persons responding as
though one stimulus is equivalent to another unrelated stimulus (303). For example,
suppose the goal is to have a child with autism spectrum disorder ask for his lunch in a
complete sentence, “Can I eat lunch now please?” One first starts off by having the child
point to the picture card and the written phrase as one reads. Soon the child points to the
card when he or she sees the picture, and finally one points to the card and the child reads
it. The idea is that what spoken and written words and pictures stand for become
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equivalent with appropriate training (303). The ultimate goal is to have the child ask for
his or her lunch in a complete sentence.
Stimulus equivalence. Stimulus equivalence training would also be useful when
attempting to overcome a socialization concern spawning from language issues. Suppose
a child with autism spectrum disorder will not say good morning to his or her fellow
classmates. The use of a picture, written words, and spoken words could be used to
influence this behavior. As these stimuli become equivalent for the child through training
and repetition, this process will help him or her to reach the goal of saying good morning
to his or her classmates. Stimulus equivalent training helps a student who may have
difficulties with communication and the resulting stimulus generalization.
Differential reinforcement. L. Miller also talks about a procedure known as
differential reinforcement. This process helps strengthen one behavior while
extinguishing another behavior:
The ultimate goal is to increase the rate of that behavior relative to others.
Differential reinforcement is a procedure involving two or more physically
different behaviors; one behavior is reinforced, and all other behaviors are
extinguished. All three elements must be present before the procedure can
be called differential reinforcement. (193)
Suppose a child with autism spectrum disorder leaves his or her seat and lies under the
table during story time at school. The teacher wants the child to stay in his or her seat
more during story time and lay on the ground less. The teacher will then praise the child
when he or she stays in the seat during story time and ignore him or her while is lying
underneath the table during story time. The goal is to increase the time the child spends
sitting in the seat and at the same time decrease time spent lying on the floor. Children
with autism spectrum disorder may exhibit such disruptive behavior because of sensory
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integration or because of a need to self-simulate (Kauffman 507). Differential
reinforcement is a procedure that can assist in modifying such challenging behaviors.
Shaping. Shaping is another example of behavior change. Shaping involves the
application of differential reinforcement towards a target behavior through a series of
similar behaviors (L. Miller 215). For example, a girl with autism spectrum disorder
might be afraid of hair dryers because she perceives the noise as too loud. The target
behavior is for her mother to blow dry her hair without her panicking. First, the mother
turns on the hair dryer while her daughter is outside the room. She is praised for not
panicking. The next step is for the mother to turn on the hair dryer while the girl is in the
doorway. Similar behaviors are presented and the daughter is praised as she does not
panic. Finally, the target behavior is reached and the mother is able to blow dry her
daughter’s hair, and she is, of course, praised. She has just learned a new behavior.
Shaping is a vital tool to help overcome sensory integration issues, language struggles,
self-stimulus events, and socialization concerns.
Applied behavior analysis, behavior change, stimulus equivalence, differential
reinforcement, and shaping are all rooted in solid science. They become valuable tools in
the world of education and psychology to combat the challenges of people with
developmental disorders, behavioral struggles, and autism spectrum disorder.
When the church becomes informed regarding the struggles of those with autism
spectrum disorder, and when the church becomes more informed regarding how to
respond to such struggles, blessing occurs. Jesus met the individual needs of people. He
especially met the needs of those who had special circumstances and disabilities. As
Jesus healed, ministered, and forgave, people were brought back into community and
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restored into the body of Christ. In order for the church to participate in this type of
ministry to a specific group of people, it must become informed, so it may be the hands
and feet of Jesus to the world of people with autism spectrum disorder.
Integrating the Science of Teaching into the Church
Within the context of the church, applied behavioral analysis and other techniques
and methods help in navigating the difficulties of autism spectrum disorder. This science
allows the church to meet individuals in the midst of their struggle. This notion is where
ministry begins at the need, which is what Jesus did, but the church does not leave them
there. Ideally, with informed practice and an active exceptional theology, the church will
open its doors wider to individuals with special needs. Some think that children with
special needs do not need to be a great focus of ministry because God is somehow taking
care of them, that they are somehow under God’s special grace already or cannot really
understand anyway. These types of attitudes fall short of the potential children have and
take the responsibility off the local church to walk alongside these persons and help them
find their calling and ministry.
Ironically, the cloud of disability that skews the understanding and relationship
capabilities of children with autism spectrum disorder mirrors the cloud of ignorance that
skews the average church attendee to the necessities of persons with special needs and the
church’s role in meeting those needs. The autism spectrum disorder has a wide severity
scale, yet most struggles are characterized by (1) communication challenges, (2) selfstimulation, (3) sensory integration, and (4) socialization issues. These characteristics
play a large role in skewing relational and communication abilities. As a result, the
children need help, and exceptional theology insists that the local church, Sunday school
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teachers, leaders, and pastors become informed as to best provide a quality religious
education (O’Brien 132). This type of response is more than a moral responsibility; it lies
at the heart of Jesus’ ministry. The church must embrace its God-given role more
effectively.
Barriers within the Church
One family does not attend Wednesday Bible study at their local church because
no system is in place to receive their daughter who requires an adult to be with her at all
times. When inquiring about the possibility of having an adult available to help with their
daughter, the parents never received a definite response from the church. As a result,
neither the daughter nor the parents are involved in the Bible study and choose instead
simply to stay home and have a private devotional. The problem is deeper than this
simple example in that even if the church had help available for this individual, it still
does not appear to be ready for any kind of quality interaction with her (Webb-Mitchell,
God 5). The church simply is not ready to receive this person.
This type of scenario is played out all over the nation’s churches today. The
church lags behind on several levels, structurally and theologically (Ohsberg 74).
Structurally, most churches are simply not set up to work effectively with children with
autism spectrum disorder. Churches work on routines and schedules, and when someone
comes who needs special attention, the whole systems is challenged. Trinity Hill United
Methodist Church in Lexington made the effort of developing a team to receive a child
with special needs. The team met with the parents, heard them out, talked about
expectations, developed a strategy, and then organized a schedule of support people for
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this exceptional individual (Trinity Hill). A new structure had to be created in order to
receive this child intentionally.
Theologically, churches must embrace an approach to ministry that includes and
values all people (Fritzson and Kabue 67). Everyone’s participation is valuable. The
Gospel of John records the healing of a man born blind and the inquisitive nature of the
Pharisees when they asked who sinned that caused this man to be blind (John 9:1-3)—the
man or his parents. Jesus’ response is powerful. Jesus taught that neither the man nor his
parents caused the blindness; rather, this disability occurred so that God might display his
works and glory. Simply put, disability is not linked to sin. Their sin is no different than
anyone’s sin. Everyone is the same. All need for God to display his works through
persons.
Others are simply satisfied with welcoming and loving without seeking to find
how exceptional people can minister to others and with others. The National
Organization on Disabilities writes about barriers that still exist in the Church:
Barriers to equality exist if:
• I avoid you because your speech is difficult to understand and I feel
inadequate.
• You pity me because I use a wheelchair.
• I believe your lack of faith is the reason your blindness is not healed.
• I am seen as the object of your charity instead of a person with unique
potential.
• You suspect my multiple sclerosis may be punishment for sin. (Rife
and Thornburgh 8)
Some still have attitudes regarding this type of theological approach that associates
disability with an individual’s sin. In referring to the statements made by the World
Council of Churches regarding accommodation and disabilities, Sam Kabue writes, “This
is what a Church for all should be. One that accommodates everyone, accepts the gifts
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and talents that everyone brings and welcomes all irrespective of differences that may
threaten to set us aside from each other” (9). Disability does not define the person.
The current church should see people as people made in the image of God
(Seamands, Ministry 39), not defined or marked by their disability. Attitudes that reflect
poor theology drive the lack of response. Consequently, the current response of many in
the church is misguided, meager, and lacking in priority. The church’s current response is
simply uniformed.
The Church Using an Informed Approach
The church should look to the educational world as they look for an informed
approach. Here is an example of the kind of curriculum goals and instruction strategies
the educational world adhere to in establishing effective teaching practices for children
with disabilities. Curriculum goals for the children usually consist of the following:
•
•
•

Life skills, including appropriate behavior, social development,
communicating, and problem solving.
Functional academics, which are skills used in everyday life such as
counting money and telling time.
Vocational preparation, which are work habits and teaching responsibility
in elementary, learning different jobs in middle school, and job training in
community work sites in high school. (Turnbull 350)

Instruction then is targeted around these goals. Ann P. Turnbull also notes that although
these goals guide the curriculum, the individual drives these curriculum goals. The child
is important and the person should not get lost in the finality of these curriculum goals.
The key is to let the individual inform the curriculum goals. Once these individualized
curriculum goals are in place, accomplishing them becomes the task of the student
assisted by the teacher.
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Positive behavioral support. Positive behavioral support and social stories
become the two major instructional strategies for achieving these goals (Turnbull 351).
Positive behavioral support (PBS) is a derivative of applied behavior analysis but is more
involved in that it focuses on preventing undesired behaviors by changing systems
beforehand that contact the individual with behavior issues (367). PBS helps remedy
behavioral issues, and this process in turn makes instruction and learning more effective.
Efforts to develop a setting that will limit behavioral outbursts in areas beyond the
classroom benefit the student’s overall quality of life and support the stated curriculum
goals. PBS seeks to create such a positive learning environment that emphasizes the
strengths and goals of the individual.
Social stories. Social stories are another tool that helps in accomplishing
curriculum goals. Social stories use sentences and sometimes pictures to communicate
appropriateness or tasks in social situations. They can be used to communicate an
objective from a lesson. This strategic tool is explained in detail in a later section.
Essential here is that social stories are used in various ways and have application in all
three curriculum goals including communication issues, safety concerns, and daily living
matters.
Ann P. Turnbull goes on to advocate a participation approach for children with
autism spectrum disorder. Many with autism spectrum disorder are left out and
instruction is given away from the mainstream classroom. Classroom and instruction
inclusion should be practiced along with student, teacher, family, and community
collaboration (363). Such inclusion and collaboration provides openings for interaction
and learning and increases opportunities for successful participation. The educational
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world sets individualized curriculum goals for the child with autism spectrum disorder
and uses positive behavior support and social stories to reach those goals. Special
education in today’s schools seems to be improving for many who struggle with
disabilities. A team approach that focuses on the individual, creates opportunities for
participation (Boutot 158), and prepares students to reach their potential lies at the heart
of such improvement.
Curriculum goals in the church can mirror those from the secular classroom.
Contextualization to the church involves theology, ministry, the church classroom setting,
and the individual. This contextualization moves on the theological basis that God values
children with disabilities, that they need to be included in the life of the church, and that
children too have a calling and ministry. The following contextualized curriculum goals
for children with disabilities in the church give the church insight to some practical
objectives:
•
•
•

Spiritual life skills, including appropriate behavior, social and spiritual
development, communicating, singing, and acts of worship.
Fundamentals of Bible and theology, which include Bible stories,
doctrines of the Church, and everyday application of Bible lessons.
Vocational preparation, which include giving students an opportunity to
participate in different ministries and worship experiences with the
congregation and other groups so they too may find calling and ministry.

Robert Bittner writes about a Sunday school class already involved in meaningful
ministry: “Our mentally disabled Sunday school class visits a nursing home once a month
to cheer up the elderly people. I think it is safe to say everyone loves it” (40). Children
have many abilities, and curriculum helps access these abilities.
The church does not have to be rich or well staffed or have members with
professional expertise to have a special needs ministry, but it should be informed about
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autism spectrum disorder and ministry strategies. O’Brien developed lessons around the
idea of co-active creativity (134) a term used to describe child and adult religious
education (RE) sessions that involve art, craft, food activity, role play or even dance. This
type of educational approach is a special time where the adult connects with the child
through actions, words, gestures, sign, and touch, communicating the value of the child
and goodness of the activity (134). The teacher may use this approach to develop
curriculum. Once curriculum goals are in place, an informed and structured lesson
approach is needed. O’Brien offers a lesson structure for children with autism spectrum
disorder:
The following lesson structure is designed to allow for up to one hour of
activities. The intention is that the teacher selects and re-orders in the way
that works best for a specific group or context.
1. Create a positive environment.
2. Greeting song.
3. Introduce lesson.
4. Present items and materials.
5. Candle time.
6. Sacred text or story.
7. Co-active creativity/sharing/turn-taking activity.
8. “Goodbye” song. (136)
O’Brien stresses empathy and respect within this approach. Co-active creativity and turntaking activity are attempts at engagement and focus on the dignity and value of the
student. This approach is structured, taking into account the need for orderly transitions
yet flexible enough for contextualization and creativity. O’Brien intends lessons to
include creativity and desires for the teacher to use what is best for the student and
situation.
This study offered a similar structure that is child focused and teacher
empowering. Many studies have looked at strategies that effectively connect with
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children who struggle with autism spectrum disorder. This study’s classroom structure
was influenced by many of those studies and is foundational for an informed approach.
Sunday School Hour
Sunday school has a purpose in the life of the church and Christian education. The
Evangelical Training Association talks about purpose in terms of hearing, learning, and
following God’s law (5). Other views see Sunday school as the place where people learn
biblical knowledge (Lowe 2008). Sunday school has had its challenges in recent years,
but it perseveres because of its importance. Sunday school then is an experience where
student, teacher, and the Holy Spirit engage in learning the narrative and lesson of
Scripture (Stonehouse 14). Deuteronomy 31:12-13 gives a wonderful basis for learning
God’s word:
Assemble the people—men, women, and children, and the aliens living in
your towns—so they can listen and learn to fear the Lord your God and
follow carefully all the words of this law. Their children, who do not know
this law, must hear it and learn to fear the Lord your God. (NIV)
ALL children, including children with disabilities, should hear and learn God’s word.
The church has a special role in helping those lessons and experiences come to past. As
the student with autism spectrum disorder, the teacher, and the Holy Spirit engage in the
learning of the narrative and lessons of Scripture, the church must provide a structured
and informed environment for learning so the children can find God own their own terms.
O’Brien offers a structured approach for a church that would cover about an hour.
The ideas are solid, and the ordered approach is needed for the child with autism
spectrum disorder (Swanson and Lock 182-87). The ordered and structured approach can
be beneficial for children with other disabilities and for ALL children. A similar approach
is presented in this study. The context assumes a time slot of an hour, a classroom of
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eight to ten typical students, an instructor and at least one aid, and the child or children
with autism spectrum disorder. This structure advocates knowing the students’ gifts and
strengths and tailoring the hour accordingly. When a child with autism spectrum disorder
is introduced in a typical Sunday school setting, all the children are important and need to
be considered. This structured approach seeks inclusion and focuses on the children first:
1. Prepare the Way—some kind of home visit or advance meeting.
2. Welcome Picture Board—using picture to set the agenda of the day including
a focus song.
3. Lesson Time—an instructor child focused time that models the basic idea of
the lesson and/or scripture.
4. Activity Time—involves peer involvement and some activity that reinforces
the lesson.
5. Response Time—involves a variety of activities or experiences that give the
student a chance to respond to God.
6. Group Time—activities that involve sharing or some kind of interaction
between students, godly play.
7. Floor Time—the purpose is to engage the child through play.
8. Good Bye Song—a transition time that ends this experience and prepares for
the next.
The following is a detailed description of each step:
Preparing the way allows the child with autism spectrum disorder to be informed
about what is coming. Ideally, a small group from church would go to the house and meet
with the family and child. A social story would explain what to expect in a step-by-step
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fashion. Giving information in advance is extremely important and a concept that should
be habitually practiced:
Most of us appreciate having some type of advance plan for new
situations. Imagine how important the advance plan is for individuals who
have a difficult time with social rules and conversations. Imagine entering
a church where you can’t automatically figure out how to act, what to
wear, when to be quiet, what to do, or why an event may be taking place.
(Newman 93)
Advance information is essential. This is consistent with the positive behavioral support
strategy employed by many schools. This step is an attempt to rearrange the child’s
environment in order to prevent behavioral issues in the first place (Turnbull 351).
Perhaps, a simple two-minute video of the students and class would offer enough
information to make this transition into the classroom. It also sends a powerful message
to the family that this church really wants to include the child.
The welcome picture board is a picture-based communication device that allows
the child to know exactly how the hour will proceed (Crozier and Sileo 29). The pictures
set the order of experiences, and as the tasks are finished, the child moves the picture into
the finished column. The welcome board promotes routine and involvement. The
computer and technology can be used as this type of scheduling tool (Stromer et al. 19).
At the welcome board, the instructor can sing or play the focus song to start the class
time. As the song finishes, the student moves the picture of the focus song to the finish
column. The child is then an active participant in the transition event.
The next step is lesson time. During this moment, the Scripture is introduced and
the concept is taught. Language is concrete, and the lesson complexity is determined by
the strengths and gifts of the child. Modeling is implemented. If the lesson is regarding
love, then love should be shown concretely during this time. A short video clip or picture
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book may be helpful. Susan E. Gately’s strategy for understanding the narrative text is
useful during lesson time: “Basic understanding of narrative starts with discovering who
the main character is and what he did” (42). The teacher must know the child, know the
lesson, and resist the temptation to water down the message, and teach it concretely. A
social story should be used that communicates the essence of lesson. Social stories can
involve music and multimedia (Turnbull 353). Modeling the story and allowing the child
to enter the story is also a large part of this time. The lesson time has the potential to be
presented on many creative and concrete ways, depending on the gifts and needs of the
child.
The activity time entails peer and/or adult involvement and seeks to reinforce in a
tangible and practical way what was taught in lesson time. The idea here is for the
students to participate in some kind of activity or experience that promotes interaction
(Sawyer et al. 2, Turnbull 365). Two or three peers are more than enough to set a tone of
inclusion and togetherness. This type of participation is consistent with the special
education classroom concept of collaboration (Turnbull 363). Collaboration is key and
community interacts not just to accomplish a goal or task but to develop relationships
(Boutot; Murdock, Cost, and Tieso; Sawyer et al.). All those who participate need to
engage in the activity so that a dynamic of community can begin to manifest itself.
The next step is response time and assumes that the child is able to respond to the
lesson. Response can come in all forms such as coloring a picture, drawing, painting, and
filling in the blank of a social story. The child can sing a song or lift up a simple prayer,
or the child might not want to respond at all. The idea is to give the child a chance to
respond to the experience of the class. It gives the child an opportunity to express
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worship or understanding, however complex or simple that may be. O’Brien writes about
student responses and opportunities in worship:
Students are encouraged to experience and respond to symbolic actions
and gestures, for example the re-enactment of the story of the Last Supper.
The students are given the opportunity to experience through the sense the
special nature of artifacts found in the believer’s home or place of
worship. (134)
Concrete and tangible opportunities of response are preferable. Something that the
student can feel, touch, see, hear, or manipulate allows the child opportunities to respond
to God and the experience. Perhaps, a child needs help in responding appropriately to a
lesson on love. Shaping may be used to foster appropriate behaviors (L. Miller 215).
Shaping the child’s behavior toward a target goal such as a hug to represent love is a
useful strategy to use during response time.
Group table time does not literally always mean around a table. The group
interacts through a game, food, song, or any other activity that produces communication,
learning, effort, and success (Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock 85). Peer involvement is
crucial here as students connect with one another, lifting up the value of each student.
Here is another step that promotes inclusion and cooperation (Turnbull 367). Simply
taking turns, passing a stuffed animal, or intentional sharing experiences are all examples
of table time. This moment would also be a great time to offer a prayer as a class. This
prayer could be done creatively by some action or word representing the participation of
each person in the group. For example, the teacher could say, “Our prayer this morning is
to offer up one or two words each that have meaning or that you learned from the lesson.”
Each student attempts to say a word or some ability appropriate task, and if they cannot
speak then an alternate way of expression is offered and community is supportive.
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As time allows, floor time is initiated. This experience is a time when the child
with autism spectrum disorder, the instructor, and other children connect with one
another (O’Brien 134). A great time to offer a reward based on what the student likes and
also a time to get to know the child, and for the child to get to know others exemplifies
floor time. Some simple activity such as rolling a ball or playing a clapping game can
facilitate this important time of connection. Here is a time when the child shines and is
seen as an individual and not in terms of any disability. This time closes with the good
bye song. This song is a form of stimulus equivalence in that the song becomes the
indication for transition as the child goes to the welcome board to move the final picture
to its place (L. Miller 303). The song cues the children to move on to the next task, most
likely, to the sanctuary or off to the car with their parents. All throughout the process, the
child is moving the items from the welcome picture board to the finished section. This
process reflects what a Sunday school experience might look like.
Within this hour, inappropriate behaviors or lack of engagement may occur.
Children with disabilities, including children with autism spectrum disorder, may begin
to self-simulate or make a loud sound as a result of sensory integration or difficulty with
language. Having differential reinforcement strategies and other behavior strategies at
hand will help the children return to focusing on the topic and proceed with Sunday
school hour.
Knowing the child, finding ways to connect, including the use of social stories,
shaping, stimulus equivalence, other behavior strategies, and positive behavioral support
approaches, facilitate in overcoming communication struggles, self-stimulating events,
sensory integration challenges, and socialization issues. These strategies and approaches
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along with the structured Sunday school hour give the Sunday school teacher, church
leader, and classroom aid resources in which to deliver an informed approach (O’Brien;
Boutot; Crozier and Sileo; and Turnbull). Educational training in the church along with a
few specific strategies for the Sunday school teacher, church leader, or classroom aid are
described in more detail in this study.
Educational Training and Philosophy for the Church
Engaging children with disabilities or any child merits special preparation. As
stated earlier, this theology for children with exceptionalities lifts up the worth of each
child, seeks inclusion in the life of the church and inclusion in the spiritual journey found
in Jesus, sees the strengths of the child, and advocates hands-on, informed, patient,
involvement. Special training is helpful for those who are able. Not everyone can afford
or has access to adequate training, but those who are able need to sacrifice and seek
adequate training. Teachers need to keep a well-managed classroom so that learning is
effective and children are engaged (Richardson-Koehler 233). The very nature of autism
spectrum disorder and special needs ministry calls upon such a response. In light of the
unique challenges faced by this area of special needs ministry, training and preparation
are very helpful.
Educational training for those who work with children with disabilities would be
helpful. Educational training of adults can be guided by the following:
•

Providing a setting in which to encounter God,

•

Modeling and interaction leading to engagement, and

•

Engaging and then allowing the child to discover.
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Training in the church involves the adults embracing and participating in the above
guidelines. These guidelines are not exhaustive but point to the overall educational
training approach that says student involvement leads to engagement and learning:
Common to all of the research into developmental stages, however, is the
finding that children of all ages absorb information most meaningfully
when they are actively involved in the learning process—when heart, soul,
and mind, are engaged in the task. (Krych et al. 223)
The ultimate goals are to engage children and help children engage the stories of God so
they, too, may find God on their own terms.
Setting plays a significant role in providing the surroundings in which religious
education and experiences occur. Setting helps in relationships and learning and conveys
a message of care to the child and family. Catherine Stonehouse writes about setting as it
pertains to worship and the spiritual journey of children:
Adults must provide a community in which children can hear the Word
and can meet God. Children need a sense of belonging in the larger
community and in their worship setting. These special worship groups will
be more truly a community when the participating adults see themselves
as learners and worshipers along with the children. (184)
Setting here is not only a physical place that is aesthetically pleasing to the senses but
also setting in terms of community and place of belonging. Adults must be trained to be a
part of that setting and community to make sure it is in place and that it communicates to
the children that they are valued.
Modeling is a term that implies showing and participating. When a teacher
models, he or she is showing the student what the story or lesson is all about and then
seeks participation to facilitate involvement in the story. Modeling is a perfect place
where godly play can enter. Robert Stromer et al. write referring to teaching play, “Such
procedures have been shown to be efficient ways of executing live modeling
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interventions that aim to teach play” (17). Within this context children can see God’s
stories and lessons that are made into items and materials that children can manipulate
(Stonehouse 186). The idea behind godly play is to allow children to engage in the story
and discover those answers that are most meaningful to them (187). Modeling and godly
play are vessels of engagement for children. Adults must be trained to participate but let
children self-discover.
Throughout this study, the phrase meet God on their own terms has been used.
This last guide encompasses this phrase. Stonehouse talks about providing the setting,
communicating a story from God’s word in words that are appropriate, and then get out
of the way to allow God by his Spirit teach and lead the children to God and discover the
truths that are suited for them (186). The temptation is to want to tell the student the right
answers as opposed to guiding them, trusting God, and allowing them to experience God
on their own terms from the context of who they are and what they bring to the table.
This temptation is especially true for children with special needs and children with autism
spectrum disorder because it may be the case that only they and God truly comprehend
the depth and intimacy of their meeting. The irony is that the same is actually true for
everyone. Adults play a vital role in ensuring a safe and loving place for this experience
to happen.
This approach to educational training shapes the role that adults play in the
spiritual lives of children: They are more facilitators than commanders, children with
disabilities need hands-on direct involvement but not to a point of manipulation. Rather,
adults make sure the spiritual setting and community is in place. They model and
encourage godly play and then take a step back to let God minister. A very practical and
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valuable thing for church leaders to do is to find a children’s ministry at another church
that is doing what they want their church to do, and then take their children’s ministry
team there to observe (Anthony 173). This experience will foster ideas and shape the
philosophy and guidelines that direct your ministry.
These guidelines influence the ministerial engagement of Sunday school teachers,
church leaders, and classroom aids as they implement strategies and techniques. Table
2.1 gives the outline and goals of the training sessions.

Table 2.1. Outline for Training Session
Part 1 Attitudes, Awareness, and Challenges Component
•
•
•
•

Lesson 1—What is autism spectrum disorder?
Lesson 2—Attitudes towards children with autism spectrum disorder and
disabilities.
Lesson 3—Challenges and struggles parents and children face in society and
the church.
Lesson 4—Toward a theological and practical response.

Part 2 Instructional Skills and Strategies
•
•
•
•
•

Lesson 5—First steps for the Church.
Lesson 6—Welcoming and including in the Church/Sunday school.
Lesson 7—Specific strategies and methods that respond to the challenges
faced in ministering and engaging children with autism spectrum disorder.
Lesson 8—Instructional skills and delivery
Lesson 9—Go and apply with love and vigor

Strategies and Techniques for Ministerial Engagement
These strategies will assist the child and teacher to navigate in the cloud of
disability and foster an environment of learning and discovery. The following are
examples of informed practice: (1) social stories, (2) transitioning tools, (3) peer
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involvement, and (4) video modeling. These approaches inform Sunday school teachers,
church leaders, and classroom aids and can be used to engage children.
Social Story
Social stories play a key role as a strategy when managing behavior (Crozier and
Sileo 26). Inappropriate behavior is one obstacle that prevents learning and engagement.
One child might yell out for no apparent reason, another child might crawl under the table
during instruction time, and another child might not be able to stay seated. These
behaviors complicate the interaction between student and teacher and make working
effectively difficult. Social stories are used to limit these behaviors and illustrate more
appropriate conduct. Shannon Crozier and Matthew J. Tincani define social story:
A Social Story is one positive behavior intervention for students with
Autism spectrum disorder. A Social Story is a short, simple story written
from the perspective of the child that delivers instruction on appropriate
social behaviors. Stories are carefully designed to be within the
comprehension level of the target child. (150)
The social story is a valuable tool that has produced significant results in behavior. Social
stories have been shown to develop relationships and trust (Barnhill et al. 116). The goal
is to use a social story to lessen or eliminate some behavior that is impeding participation
in learning and community.
These stories have a basic process of construction. Teachers, classroom aids, and
parents can develop social stories. The key is to know the student and clearly define the
behavior in question. Shannon Crozier and Nancy M. Sileo give a process for developing
a story:
Based on the steps for conducting a functional assessment, we have
identified six steps necessary for the effective use of social stories:
identify the need, conduct a functional assessment, include Social Story as
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part of a comprehensive behavior support plan, write the Social Story,
implement and monitor student progress, and evaluate using data. (26)
Steps one and two involve observation. Behavior needs to be identified correctly. If the
behavior is wrongly identified, and a secondary behavior is lifted up as the primary
behavior, then the focus will be on the wrong behavior. Most of the time, simple and
intentional observation will clearly reveal which behavior is suspect. An established
baseline is needed so that the changed behavior can be measured. The functional
assessment step is essentially establishing the baseline and is also obtained by intentional
observation of the student.
As one attempts to write the story, three essential sentence types guide the
process. Crozier and Sileo explain each sentence type:
Descriptive sentences provide information about what is happening during
the target event. Directive sentences given the student specific instructions
on how to behave. Perspective sentences provide information about how
others think or feel about the event or the student’s behavior. (28)
If a team is writing a social story to respond to a child that lies under the table during the
initial portion of a Sunday school time, then they would begin with a descriptive sentence
(Crozier and Tincani 151). A descriptive sentence might be, “During class time, the
children sit nicely in their chair around the table.” A directive sentence might be, “I will
sit in my chair with the other students around the table.” A perspective sentence would
be, “When I sit down, my teacher smiles at me and reads.” The idea is to use these types
of sentences as the social story is developed. The goal is to use the story to lessen or
eliminate an undesirable behavior. With regular reading of the social story,
encouragement, and praise, along with a comprehensive plan, the story has been shown to
be a resourceful tool.
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A social story gives the teacher a useful tool to handle disruptions and behaviors.
It is an informed approach and one that focuses on the students as it considers not just the
behavior but also who is presenting such a behavior. These stories consider the gifts and
strengths of the children. Knowing the children and their gifts and strengths would be
strategic knowledge as one attempts to develop a social story that works.
Social stories are great tools but only as they stand submissive to the children.
The child should be first and the social story second. In other words, traditional social
story guidelines and rules are the norm but should yield to the needs and strengths of the
children. Crozier and Tincani report in the story of Alex, an eight year old child with
autism spectrum disorder, who had the disrupting behavior of talking out loud. The study
took the basic social story approach and modified it because Alex’s gifts and strengths
merited the change:
First, the ratio of directive to perspective and descriptive sentences
recommended by Gray is 1:2-5. Alex’s story had a ratio of 3:5. Second,
the story did not include words as sometimes or usually. These types of
words are usually used to protect against the literal expectations of
students with autism spectrum disorder. The decision to deviate from
Gray’s guidelines was made based on Alex’s academic level. The
intention was to write a story that Alex would eventually be able to use
independently, thus reducing the amount of teacher-student instruction.
(153)
These changes were made based on Alex. The study is a good example of putting the
child first and the strategy second. Crozier and Tincani go on to modify the social story
even more by adding verbal prompts. After the reading of the social story, Alex would be
involved in a corresponding activity, and here the instructor would add the verbal
prompts to guide and help Alex. The strength of this study is that it took into account
Alex, his needs and gifts, and modified the experience accordingly.
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The results were positive for Alex as the talking out behavior decreased
significantly. As a side bar, the authors suggest that Alex enjoyed his social story time
and seemed disappointed when it did not happen. One implication of this side bar is that
the child’s first approach helped produce such a phenomenon. Crozier and Tincani make
a few recommendations based on this study:
The data suggests that the verbal prompts served as effective reminders for
the participant to follow classroom rules and to refrain from verbal
responses. It is therefore recommended that when Social Stories are used
in typical classrooms, teachers provide regular prompts for students to
engage in appropriate behaviors, at least initially. (155)
The study supports the general idea that social stories are an effective tool in lessening or
eliminating inappropriate behaviors. The more appropriate behaviors children exhibit, the
more likely an atmosphere of learning and spiritual ambiance will exist.
Transitioning
Transitioning can be extremely difficult for children with autism spectrum
disorder (Swanson and Lock 182). Perhaps when the class is over, when the bell rings
and children must go into the worship service, most children simply put their things away
and head to the sanctuary. Children with autism spectrum disorder do not change
environments so easily. Moving them into the sanctuary becomes a struggle, and children
may become agitated or angry:
Children with autism often display tantrums or noncompliance then
confronted with environmental changes (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994) possibly due to the children’s resistance to change of
activities, confusion resulting from unpredictability, escape of avoidance
of undesirable tasks, and attempts to reestablish a terminated activity.
Difficulties with transitions sometime lead to severe problems including
aggression, noncompliance, crying and other inappropriate behaviors.
(Banda and Kubina 507)
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These inappropriate behaviors seemed even more heightened when one is pressed up
against the need to transition quickly. The natural response for many adults is to raise the
level of intensity by demanding that children move. This type of response is not the
wisest approach when dealing with autism spectrum disorder. Teachers also are at a loss
on how to transition the student from one activity to the next. Sunday school adults need
to know how to transition the children so that learning can happen and spiritual vitality is
not interrupted. Transitioning is one of the major obstacles for those who work in special
needs ministry (Kern, Wolery, and Aldridge 2). Strategies exist to help facilitate better
transition.
One simple method involves the use of high-probability request sequencing. This
process is academic terminology for a technique that prefaces the transition question with
two to three questions to which the person responds quickly. In the case of the study
written by Devender R. Banda and Richard M. Kubina, Jr., the teacher selected five
questions in which the student responded in five seconds or less. These questions were
considered high-probability questions and were used to preface the transitioning question.
The basic idea was to prepare the student and use what helps the participant transition
well as a positive starting point. This process is a form of shaping (L. Miller 215). The
results were meaningful as the student reduced the amount of time needed to transition:
The data show a reduction in the number of prompts used after the high-p
intervention was implemented, but the rate of prompting did not reverse
completely when the intervention was withdrawn. This indicates that the
high-p intervention was successful in reducing the number of prompts
provided by the teacher. (Banda and Kubina 514)
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In other words, preparing for transition worked, and this student began to relate all the
transition questions together, which resulted in better transitioning regarding that problem
area.
In a church or home setting, the same approach could be taken. Known troubled
transition times could be prefaced by questions or comments that are known to produce a
smooth response from the child. If the desired effect is to have the child transition quickly
to the sanctuary, the Sunday school teacher should first prepare by asking things that are
easy for the child, such as, “Would you like to put your book away? Let’s put our shoes
on. Can you say good-bye to Billy?” These questions are proven to have a quick response
time from the child. Finally, the more difficult transition question is asked, “It’s time to
go the sanctuary, would you like me to take you?” Positive reinforcement along the way
and helpful direction can also assist in transitioning. This type of reinforcement is a form
of stimulus equivalence (L. Miller 303). The high-probability sequencing is designed to
make problem transitions easier by associating smoother transitioning events with that
difficult one.
Another ministry tool for transitions is the use of an individualized song. Music
can be a very effective tool when working with children. The song will cover a five step
process with each step representing a transition of sorts. A simple example of a transition
song is the clean-up song from the Barney television show. When Barney sings that song
the children automatically know to clean up. The same basic idea is at work in this
concept except in a more individualized way. Petra Kern, Mark Wolery, and David
Aldridge write about the effects of song on the morning routine of two three year old
boys with autism spectrum disorder:
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Prior to the song, the first child’s independent activities were limited to
entering the classroom and finding a toy with which to play. With the
introduction of the song, his independence steadily progressed, so that by
the tenth session he demonstrated consistent independence in four of the
five steps. When the teacher stopped using the song, the child’s
performance immediately decreased and by the second day he was back
where he had initially started. The song was reintroduced three days later,
and he immediately improved, and by the ninth session he performed all
of the steps of the routine independently. (2)
The study shows how behavior change is possible and meaningful.
The song helped the child transition through the steps of his morning routine. This
transition song represents behavior change (Cooper, Heron, and Heward 15). The study
does suggest that with such a low participant sample that more study needs to be done,
but the initial results are so positive that it merits classroom application and exploration.
What is nice about this transition tool is that it is so ministry friendly. The church is filled
with countless songs that could be used as transition cues. The Sunday school teacher
could develop an individualized song that welcomes the student into the learning center
and in a step by step fashion sing the welcoming process. The desired result would be a
song that when sung transitioned the child through some routine. This type of
transitioning tool has potentially significant application areas and points to a strategic and
informed way of engaging ALL children in effective ministry. This approach is hands-on
informed patient involved ministerial practice.
Peer Involvement
Peer involvement is a wonderful strategy when engaging the child with autism
spectrum disorder. Many children with autism spectrum disorder simply prefer to be
alone or gravitate away from groups (Kauffman 506). The idea is not to force groups onto
the child but to facilitate an environment where peer involvement can be natural and
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intentional. Community is a key part of the theology presented thus far. Moreover, in a
practical way, community allows for the child to discover gifts, bridge relational
challenges, and assist in discovering calling and ministry. Peer involvement is part of this
community component. Simply put, the child with autism spectrum disorder is not
excluded but rather included, implying friends (Turnbull 356). This type of peer
involvement does not come easily; it requires some preparation first.
Students in a typical classroom environment, whether school or Sunday school,
need to be prepared to receive the child with disabilities. This preparation is
straightforward yet extremely effective. Perhaps a parent or teacher could hold a class
meeting and inform the students about the student who is about to arrive (Boutot 159-60).
Talking about the child’s strengths and gifts along with some challenges is a good
approach. Lifting up similarities and minimizing the differences is important. Boutot
explains class preparation and some benefits:
Sometimes it is helpful to open with a discussion of the many ways that all
people are alike and different. It is a good idea to make the typical
students aware of any special equipment, modifications, communications
aids, and so forth that the child with ASD may bring to class. This will
minimize confusion, concerns, and curiosity that first day. If the child has
some particular behaviors of issues that may draw attention or require
special attention or require special techniques, such as hand flapping or
head banging, and so forth, it is best to mention these as well. (159)
By simply letting the students know what to expect and talking about the person and not
the disability, a major difference will occur in regard to how the child is initially
received. Students should be encouraged to talk and play with the child even if talking
and playing is not reciprocated. The teacher or parent can let the students know this
behavior is normal and not to feel bad; instead, they should feel good because they are
getting involved.
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Another strategy is to select a few students to meet with the child with autism
spectrum disorder beforehand. In a school setting, this would happen in the special
education classroom before the transition is made to the general education classroom. In a
church setting, a few children make a home visit with a parent or Sunday school teacher
(Boutot). They could do some kind of activity together before the child is even
introduced to the Sunday school room:
Having a “friend” already in the class will help the student with ASD look
and feel more secure and fit in more quickly. When other students see a
child (especially a more popular child) interacting naturally with the
student with ASD, they will be more likely to accept him or her as a
member if the class with whom they, too might be friends. (160)
Most of the time if students see other students helping, this interaction becomes
contagious and that spirit of helping catches on, and the class environment then becomes
community.
Peer involvement is also needed to teach and illustrate social skills. Many social
skills exist and the totality of this concept is complex, but social skills imply other
people. Using specific engagement strategies such as the computer have a positive effect
on interaction with adults and peers (Jacklin and Farr 209). Peers are a natural resource to
be these others for the child with disabilities. One such social skill is sharing. Sharing
only happens in community and can be demonstrated and understood.
One study involved a four year old named Jamie with autism spectrum disorder.
He used simple sentences and loved to play with toys but often played by himself. The
study used priming, prompting, and praises to increase Jamie’s physical and verbal
sharing. This study is an example of the use of shaping (L. Miller 215). The priming part
of this study entails peer involvement. The instructor would take Jamie and a peer aside
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before play time and describe what physical and verbal sharing looked like. The
instructor then demonstrated this sharing. The demonstration of sharing was the priming
technique, and as it moved to prompting (instructor and peer illustrating sharing), peer
involvement became essential:
The results of this study suggest that priming before a classroom play
session combined with in-session prompting and reinforcement, improved
sharing behaviors. Our findings advance the research concerning social
skills training for children who have autism spectrum disorder by
demonstrating increased sharing among typical peers in an integrated
educational setting. It also was significant that measurement and
intervention procedures were implemented exclusively by classroom staff
during their routine. (Sawyer et al. 7)
This research could not have been done without the intentional involvement of peers.
Sharing and other social skills involve other people, and are where community and
community of the church must step up and get involved (Webb-Mitchell, Unexpected
Guests 47). Peer involvement not only is beneficial for the child with autism spectrum
disorder, but when done in the right spirit, it becomes significant for the peers as well.
Peers soon find deep meaning in becoming intentionally involved with helping someone
else.
Video Modeling
Video modeling is used to show children with disabilities a certain behavior.
Researchers have used video modeling interventions to improve social, communication,
and functional living skills (Delano 33). A study from the Utah State University used
video modeling to teach children with autism spectrum disorder pretend play. The study
states, “In video modeling interventions, footage is created that depicts one or more
individuals engaging effectively in a sequence of behaviors. The learner views the
videotape/DVD and is given the opportunity to imitate the observed responses” (Reagon,
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Higbee, and Endicott 517). The participant and his sibling were shown the footage of
different pretend scenarios and then instructed to go play. The data collected suggested
that the video model was successful in teaching a wide variety of skills, including those
behaviors reflected in the pretend play. This type of modeling could be used in a more
general way in a Sunday school or other church setting to illustrate a scriptural principle
such as forgiveness or sharing. This strategy involves community and seeks to overcome
the communication challenges of many children with autism spectrum disorder.
A short video illustrating the concept of sharing and then asking the child to
demonstrate the video can be vital in behavior acquisition. Interestingly, the Utah State
study showed that learning generalization occurred. Kara A. Reagon, Thomas S. Higbee,
and Katie Endicott give insight on generalization:
Several factors indicate generalization of skills during the last follow up
session, which occurred at the participant’s home. All of the play materials
were available in the living room and the instruction “Go play” was given
to the participant and his trained sibling. No video models were shown.
They independently moved from one play scenario to another with adult
prompts. After the participant and his trained sibling finished playing,
another sibling asked the participant to play. This sibling had no prior
training or experience with the play materials and scripts and had not
viewed the video model. In response to the request, the participant
spontaneously played the roles that had previously been played by his
sibling in previous sessions. (517)
The implication is that behavior learning occurred on some deep level for the child with
autism spectrum disorder. The behavior moved beyond video prompting and found its
place in the ordinary life of the child (Cooper, Heron, and Heward). Video modeling
represents an educated approach to ministry and specifically uses an educational
technique that empowers the teacher to connect with the student. This modeling can be
contextualized and used in a church setting. This approach implies teamwork and
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community. A few people are needed to put together such a video and others to
implement the basic strategy. This strategy is not a fix-all approach, but it does point to a
trained and informed method when engaging children with a biblical or theological
concept. Video modeling is a perfect example of the hands-on informed patient
involvement needed. Teaching behavior as reflected in scriptural or theological principles
is a crucial step in assisting children to relate to the Lord on their own terms.
Research Design
This study requires a research design method that analyzes numerical data as well
as data that is not numerical but rather data gathered through focus groups and then put
into themes. John W. Creswell has written much and given academic validity to this
design method (“Research Design: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches” 225).
Creswell defines mixed methods research:
Mixed methods research is an approach to inquiry that combines or
associates both qualitative and quantitative data forms. It involves
philosophical assumptions, the use of qualitative and quantitative
approaches, and the mixing of both approaches in the study. (Mixed 4)
The author goes on to explain that bringing together both forms in tandem strengthen the
overall study. Vicki Clark and John Creswell write, “Its central premise is that the use of
quantitative and qualitative approaches in combination provides a better understanding of
the research problems then either approach alone” (5). Mixed methods research gives
profundity to the numerical data through explanation opportunities taken in the form of
qualitative data. Both approaches work together in an effect to capture the data needed to
answer the research questions.
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Explanatory Mixed-Method Design
This design method involved and measured both quantitative and qualitative data
gathered from a study. Quantitative data is numerical and involves analysis and
computations such as mean and standard deviation. Qualitative data involves nonnumerical data that is captured in a variety of ways. Explanatory mixed methods involves
gathering and analyzing both forms of data. Qualitative data explains and gives depth to
the quantitative data. This design is widely used. Lori Simons and Beverly Cleary used
this design method in a study published by the Journal of Experiential Education
regarding learning models (164). The field of education like many areas of research use
explanatory mixed design. G. Restall and O. Borton used the design of explanatory mixed
methods in a published study regarding children’s development and school entry (208).
This study used the explanatory mixed-method design.
Design of this Study
The explanatory mixed-method design is intended to measure the effects of the
ministry intervention. I measured the effects of the ministry intervention—independent
variable on the participants—dependent variable (Wiersma 156). The study collected
both quantitative and qualitative information in an attempt to capture data knowledge and
belief-type data and descriptive and confirmation-type data. Knowledge and attitudes
data can be gathered effectively using a Likert scale (Hill and Hood 377). Qualitative
methods of gathering information are better used when trying to gather data that deal with
deeper understanding, description, and discovery, while quantitative methods are often
used when gathering information that is descriptive in nature and seeks to confirm
(Minger). The research questions prompted the gathering of general knowledge,
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description, discovery, and confirmation data, thus prompting the need for triangulation
(Wiersma 256). This gathering was done through a survey given as a pretest and posttest
along with a focus group.
Mildred L. Patten, William Wiersma, George Gallup, and D. Michael Lindsay
informed this study as to methodology for writing surveys such as item construction,
clarity, attractiveness and straightforwardness, and other format issues. The explanatory
mixed design allowed the researcher to acquire the quantitative data to perform statistical
analysis and at the same time gather qualitative data as participants shared their
experiences subsequent the training sessions through focus groups.
Summary
God values children with disabilities as he does all children. Despite the many
challenges that come along with communication struggles, sensory integration, selfstimulation, and socialization issues, the church must respond with an open heart and an
informed praxis. This response is at times a daunting challenge because many children
with autism spectrum disorder are some of the most difficult to reach. The very nature of
autism spectrum disorder provides a cloud that makes engagement with self, family,
community, and the church extremely difficult, yet the ministry of Jesus illustrates that
those who are most difficult to minister to are precisely those with whom Jesus worked.
As the church reaches out in an informed and loving way to the children and families
associated with autism spectrum disorder and other special needs, they are participating
in Jesus’ ministry today.
This type of theological perspective drives the church and its leaders to become
informed. The world of science and education are great resources for the church. Applied
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behavior analysis is a foundational science to help deal with the many behavioral and
learning issues that are present in children with autism spectrum disorder. Shaping,
stimulus equivalence, differential reinforcement, and other behavior change methods lie
at the heart of the studies presented in this dissertation. The many studies cited show that
improvement, learning, and engagement can occur.
The world of education is also a great resource and gives insight into what type of
expectations and goals are expected of children with disabilities in the classroom.
Positive behavioral support and social stories were approaches used to accomplish those
goals. They transfer nicely into the church world because the church also has classrooms
where Sunday school teachers, church leaders, and classroom helpers engage children.
The church should see the gifts, talents, and needs of the individual as teachers and
parents set goals.
With proper training regarding disabilities, the characteristics of autism spectrum
disorder, corresponding challenges, strategies from behavior change, positive behavioral
support, and social stories, Sunday school teachers, church leaders, and classroom aids
can help children navigate the autistic cloud of disability so that they can have
experiences with God on their own terms. Children with disabilities have a calling and
ministry, and left alone, these gifts may never come out, but when touched by community
and informed praxis, the hope is that the children will shine and enter into their calling
and walk in their ministry.
God values all people including those with disabilities. The existence of
disabilities is simply part of the human experience and churches have members and
visitors who have disabilities (Bishop 3). God’s will is not for disabilities to be present,
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but humans live in fallen world. Calvin Miller captures this concept nicely in his poetry
of a little girl with crippled legs:
Why chide me, Singer? She’s Earthmaker’s awful error. Tell your FatherSpirit he should take more time when he creates. No, it is love which
brings a thousand children into life in health. It is hate that cripples each
exception to joy. (56)
The girl is not at fault, nor is God’s will for this girl to be crippled. Love plays a vital role
in the healing process. Love expressed in an informed manner can become
transformational. Miller’s poem is at the heart of exceptional theology. Christians must
love and act and participate in the healing.
Jesus loved and walked with people and many had disabilities. Disabilities came
in the form of the blind, the lame, those who had leprosy, the paralyzed, the woman with
the issue of blood, and many more who had special needs. Jesus not only saw the
individual needs, not only reached the outcast, not only sought to include those no one
wanted to include, but he sought to minister with those who are most difficult to reach.
Lazarus is the ultimate expression of this struggle, yet Jesus still met his needs (Lowe
2008). The ministry intervention and methodology in Chapter 3 details how this study
trained adults to engage children with disabilities more effectively in order to partake in
the ministry of Jesus.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
The purpose of this research was birthed out of the great need to minister to and
with children with special needs and the church’s lack of informed response to such a
great need. God values all people and desires to include those who are most difficult to
include. Children with disabilities have been in the background, and this study
encourages the church to bring them to the center and into a relationship with God where
they too can find their calling and ministry.
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and evaluate a training
module that prepares church and children’s ministry leadership to teach and engage
children with disabilities, via referencing children with autism spectrum disorder, by
using teaching methods and communication strategies that created an environment where
the children can experience lessons about God’s love.
Research Questions and/or Hypothesis
The research questions were written with an explanatory mixed pre posttest
design in mind. The effects of the training module on the participants were measured by
first taking Questionnaire A, the pretest, and comparing the results to a corresponding
Questionnaire B, posttest subsequent to the training sessions. Questionnaires A, B, and
Questionnaire C and the focus groups questions gathered the needed data to answer the
research questions.
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Research Question #1
What are persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and
instructional skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities prior to the training
sessions?
The intent of research question #1 was to define a baseline for the participants in
the study by collecting data before any intervention had taken place. I expected that a
wide range of knowledge would be present, from those who knew very little regarding
disabilities and ministry to those who were very well informed. In order to detect change,
one must first have the baseline from which to compare.
The first section of Questionnaire A pertained to demographic information. This
information included questions of ethnicity, educational level, and prior experience in the
area of disabilities. The twenty-seven questions gathered the quantitative data in the three
targeted areas. The questionnaire used a Likert scale, ranging from 1 to 4. The scale
measured the intensity of disagreement and agreement of a particular statement. The
measurement collected gives a numerical representation of the participants’ change in
attitudes, knowledge, and skills. A statistical analysis broke down and gave insight to
those scores. The questions of Questionnaire A were designed to address the three factors
in the research question: affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills. See Appendix H for question numbers as they appeared in the survey. Those
numbers appear in parenthesis.
The survey instrument provided numerical scores for each factor. Tables and
further analysis provided in Appendix C illustrated the scores of each participant for both
pre/post-surveys, the average of the group pre/post-surveys, the corresponding standard
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deviations, and the gains. This analysis was done for each target area. Adequate statistical
examination was run in order to provide sufficient information to answer the research
questions.
Using a simple method of finding patterns from the responses from Questionnaire
C gathered through the focus groups, I processed the qualitative data. The patterns
became categories, and phrases and comments were then assigned into those categories.
This procedure occurred for each focus group. Appendix D shows the summary and
categories of the focus groups. I totaled tallies and compiled a summary combining and
tallying responses for all three focus groups. See Appendix E for the frequency totals and
categories.
I developed tables to display those issues that repeatedly came forth or seemed of
special importance to research question #3. Delivery change and application were at the
heart of this question. This data could only be collected and analyzed after participants
applied a technique or strategy from the training sessions. The responses from these
experiences were then categorized. Delivery change of a Bible lesson or Sunday school
class gave parameters to this analysis. This data initially consisted of stories,
explanations, victories, and criticisms of their experiences, yet the categories grouped this
data into smaller easier to handle phrases and comments.
Research Question #2
How do persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities change subsequent to their
participating in the training sessions?
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The intent of this question was to provide a natural place to compare the data
from Questionnaire A and Questionnaire B. Questions 1-27 in the areas of affective
orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills gathered quantitative data
in that numerical values and results were put through statistical analysis. Questionnaires
A and B are the same instrument used for the pretest and the posttest. Comparison
analysis such as mean and standard deviation were taken for the target areas. Research
questions #1 and #2 work in tandem in order to measure before and after results.
Research Question #3
How do persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities change the delivery of a Sunday
school class or Bible lesson subsequent to participating in the training sessions?
The intent of research question #3 was to gather information on how to engage
children differently as a result of the communication strategies and teaching methods
learned. Delivery refers to the way in which a teacher or leader presents a lesson,
interacts with children, and/or constructs an environment of learning. This question
covered practice, gathering data needed subsequent to the training sessions and a period
of application. This data was the synthesis of the entire intervention because the question
intended to measure change with respect to delivery and engagement. Questionnaire C
collected data from the focus groups to answer research question #3. This data was
context specific and required feedback through the focus groups. The data collected was
in the form of descriptive narrative, and patterns were sought within that narrative
(Wiersma 15). Conclusions were based upon induction and frequency of similar and like
statements.
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The purpose of the study was to impact delivery as a result of the intervention and
their subsequent implementation of the methods and strategies learned. Questionnaires A,
B, and C were designed to collect sufficient quantitative and qualitative data to answer
the three research questions. The explanatory mixed-method design of this study allowed
the qualitative data to explain and give depth to the quantitative data.
Population and Participants
The participants for these sessions came from an open invitation with the
qualification being only those who had a heart for ministry with children, especially
children with disabilities. Participants numbered twenty four. The population was selfselected. This study was done in Deep South Texas in the Brownsville area. Most of the
participants were Hispanics and spoke both English and Spanish. The participants
included pastors, educators, and those who in some way worked with children. All were
active in a church setting and came with various degrees of knowledge of disabilities and
children’s ministry. The group was more female than male with an average age around
50. Most participants had degrees or some type of formal education. Although the
training session was conducted in English, Spanish was spoken from time to time as the
natural make-up of this group dictated it. The participants reflected the group of church
and children’s leadership as described in the purpose statement.
Design of the Study
The blueprint of this study was an explanatory mixed-method design with a
pretest, posttest quantitative measure. The quantitative data was acquired through the use
of Questionnaire A, a pre-survey administered at the beginning of the workshop. The
participants then went through the workshop and were given the task of going back to
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their school, church, or Sunday school class and apply some of the techniques and
strategies they learned. After a six-week period, the participants met in focus groups and
at the beginning of each focus group were administered Questionnaire B, the post-survey.
Questionnaires A and B were statistically analyzed and compared in order to answer
research questions 1 and 2.
After taking Questionnaire B, participants gathered into focus groups to answer
Questionnaire C. The qualitative data from these responses answered research question
#3 and provided individuals an opportunity to give feedback on their experience. It also
helped explain and gave depth to the quantitative data (Wiersma 274). Explanatory
mixed-method design usually involves the collection of quantitative data followed by a
subsequential collection of qualitative data, which was the basic design of this study.
Instrumentation
The first instrument used was a researcher-designed survey (Questionnaire A) that
collected quantitative data. The surveyed first collected demographical data common to
most surveys, such as age range, education level, and gender (Gallup and Lindsay 136).
The questionnaire included twenty seven items covering the three target factors of
research. Table 3.1 shows the questions aligned to each factor.

Table 3.1 Question Alignment for Questionnaires A and B
Three Major Areas

Question Numbers

Affective orientation

1, 2, 8, 15, 16, 17, 23, 24, 27

Knowledge of disabilities

3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 18, 21, 25

Instructional skills

6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 22, 26
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A four-point Likert scale used 1 to indicate strongly disagree through 4 to indicate
strongly agree (Wiersma 170); see Appendix A. The post-survey (Questionnaire B) used
the same administration as the pre-survey. The focus group began with the taking of
Questionnaire B in the same manner that the training sessions began with Questionnaire
A.
The qualitative data gave color and sentiment to the entire findings. Abbas
Tashakkori and Charles Teddlie write, “A major advantage of mixed methods research is
that it enables the researcher to simultaneously answer confirmatory and exploratory
questions, and therefore verify and generate theory in the same study” (15). In the case of
this study, the survey collected, which answered the first two research questions. The
focus groups (Questionnaire C) provided an opportunity to collect qualitative data to
answer research question #3.
The focus groups convened immediately after the posttest. Questionnaire C
provided the participants an opportunity to give detailed comment, respond to issues that
were not covered in the survey, or express needed clarification. The focus groups were
led being careful not to influence their input or allow any one person to dominate. The
focus groups were assembled in groups of six to eight persons and used simple written
guidelines and questions to facilitate the time. Responses were immediately complied
with patterns noted and frequency charts recorded (Wiersma 254). Important issues such
as tone, respect of each respondent, participation, and free flow conversation format, all
helped in giving the focus groups a nonthreatening and honest tenor to the experience
(see Appendix D).
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Likewise, I was careful not to focus on those who supported my expected
outcomes (Wiersma 255). The focus groups lasted between fifty to seventy five minutes
and were audio recorded. I also took personal notes. I provided an environment where the
group could feel safe to share their thoughts and experiences without fear of criticism
(Elliot). Audio recording was used because videotaping might have been intimidating for
some (Wiersma 254), and the idea was to create an atmosphere where people would
respond freely and often enough to detect patterns and categories of responses. All
responses were deemed valid, and I encouraged everyone to speak with honesty and
frankness. All these measures were taken to ensure that everyone was on an identical
playing field and was treated equally (Minger). When done correctly, focus groups are
valuable when attempting to evaluate effectiveness and explore new areas of research
(Elliot). My intention was for these focus groups to do both.
Pilot Test
A group of seven pilot tested the survey for Questionnaires A and B. They
reflected the types of persons who would take part in the ministry intervention.
Participants were provided coffee and doughnuts along with a brief description of my
dissertation intent and an explanation of the rest of the hour. The pilot survey took fifteen
to twenty minutes, and once we finished, the participants stayed for an additional thirty
minutes to talk about the experience. I used this feedback to fine tune the instrument
further (Patten 57). I asked questions such as, What worked? What was not clear? Did
anything make them feel uncomfortable? Did you avoid a particular item? Did you detect
a sense of bias in the question content or in the order of the items? Was the survey
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aesthetically pleasing or did it distract your ability to answer?” The pilot test yielded no
major flaws or concerns.
Variables
The independent variable was the training module. The dependent variables were
the increased knowledge, increased delivery skills, and beliefs of the participants towards
disabilities and ministry. The general knowledge, delivery skills, and attitudes of the
participants depended upon experiencing the training module in the sessions. No control
group was used in the intervention design. Existing expertise or knowledge of disabilities
was considered an intervening variable and could have counteracted or nullified the
effects of the intervention.
Reliability and Validity
In order to validate the instrument, the survey was first administered to a group of
experts, including a pastor from Wesley United Methodist Church in Harlingen, Texas, a
diagnostician who works with children with disabilities, and an educator, both from
Brownsville, Texas. This group had expertise in the areas of theology, disabilities,
education, and instruction. One member of the group also was familiar with the doctor of
ministry process, having obtained his own doctor of ministry. The panel took the survey
and commented on the experience, giving input on aesthetics, clarity, bias, and content.
Special attention was placed on determining whether the questions corresponded to their
intended factors. I wrote comments and opinions and appropriate changes to the original
survey. I changed the surveys and brought a final copy before the panel once more.
The panel selection occurred based on several criteria: (1) specialized knowledge
of an area pertaining to this study, (2) educational and real life experience, and (3)
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professionalism and availability (Wiersma 283). This group came from a United
Methodist background, living in South Texas. All were degreed including doctorate level
and two master’s level education. The group had a combined total of over ninety years of
experience in their respected fields. They were bilingual, speaking both English and
Spanish. This group had a strong grasp of knowledge concerning disabilities and ministry
and reflected the context of those who participated in the training sessions and took the
surveys. Their input and careful eye helped give validity and reliability to the survey.
Control was in the form of improving the likeliness of attendance completion
throughout the process. The two-day format managed the time easier compared to an
entire weekend. The participants did not know most of the information presented in the
intervention. The knowledge gained was a result of the intervention, which speaks to
reliability. The explanatory mixed-method approach was intended to gather information
from dual perspectives (Wiersma 276), giving depth to the results and validity to the
process.
Data Collection
I made three announcements at the valley sub district united services of the Rio
Grande Conference of the United Methodist Church. United services occur the last
Sunday evening of each month and encompass fifteen churches with an average
attendance of two hundred people. Beginning August 2009, I made an announcement to
explain my need for participants in a training module on children with disability and
ministry. I encouraged pastors, leaders, and those who work with children to attend but
stated clearly that anyone who has a heart for this type of ministry could attend. I stood at
the back of the church as the service ended and had two sign-up sheets—one for those
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who were definitely interested and another for those who might be interested but needed
more information. Those who signed the latter sheet were followed up with a phone call.
I limited the participants to twenty to twenty five. I called each person on the list,
explained in great detail the expectations of the pre-post design, and the importance of
completing the journey with me.
I repeated this process for the October united service with the training session
held early December 2009. Finally, participants were e-mailed a letter explaining the
journey and a calendar of events for the entire process (see Appendix B) along with a
statement of commitment. Once I received the final commitment, I placed them on the
final list.
The participants who returned commitment cards assembled at the church
conference room early Saturday morning at 8:30 am. As people arrived, they received a
packet outlining the training sessions of the day along with a name tag. Participants had
some refreshments and found a seat at a table. After initial coffees, I communicated the
welcome and general purpose along with the agenda for the weekend. After taking
general questions, participants opened the packet and took out the pretest questionnaire. I
read the instructions of Questionnaire A and they had fifteen to twenty minutes to
complete the survey.
The ministry intervention was a mixture of lecture and interactive experiences
(see Appendix I). Participants modeled strategies that helped navigate through the cloud
of disability. The intervention included video clips, PowerPoint presentations, handouts,
and various learning experience with an emphasis on hands-on activities. Participants
developed a plan of action to go back to their ministry setting and implement a technique
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or strategy or something they had learned. Participants ate lunch onsite Saturday. They
also had access to snacks and drinks all day Saturday.
The ministry intervention began Sunday at 9:00 a.m. with a discussion regarding
the need to reassemble in five to six weeks to take Questionnaire B and participate in the
focus group (Questionnaire C). For any not attending the focus groups, Questionnaire B
would be mailed or hand delivered and promptly returned to me in the self-addressed
envelope. Between the sessions for Questionnaires A and B, each participant received an
e-mail announcement, text, or phone call regarding the upcoming posttest and focus
group sessions. The Sunday session ended around noon with a commitment service to
action and awareness. Each participant was given an opportunity to respond to their
experience by coming forward and writing prayers of commitment and action.
After five to six weeks, early January 2010, we gathered in focus groups
(Questionnaire C) on three different occasions. One group met in Brownsville, one group
met in McAllen, and one group met in Edinburg, Texas, all consisting of six to eight
persons. Once assembled they were given fifteen to twenty minutes to finish
Questionnaire B. Questionnaire B was collected, and a simple orientation took place
regarding the focus group (Questionnaire C). Guidelines and questions were presented to
each member in a one-page handout (see Appendix D). I took notes on this feedback
session. Questionnaire C consisted of these specific questions:
•

Share your general impression of the training sessions.

•

What stood out in the module or experience in the field that you see as really

valuable?
•

Was there a specific strategy or method that changed your teaching delivery?
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•

Was there a strategy or method that helped you engage children better?

•

What were your struggles?

•

What can be improved about the module or anything in the entire experience?

•

What other general comments exist?

Those who did not attend the posttest session were labeled nonresponding participants.
Non-responding participants were contacted individually to make arrangements to take
Questionnaire B. As a last resort, Questionnaire B was mailed to the non-responding
participants with a self-addressed stamped envelope. Three participants did not
participant in the focus groups for Questionnaire C but did respond by completing
Questionnaire B.
Data Analysis
The quantitative data from the survey was statistically analyzed using
spreadsheets in Excel. Mean scores, standard deviations, and ranges were taken as a
group and each participant’s scores were compared between Questionnaires A and B. A
comparison in each target area was done looking at the means, standard deviation, and
gains of each item and participant pretest. Attention was given to the target areas of
affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills. These analyses
facilitated answering the research questions. Statistical analysis such as mean
comparison, standard deviation, and range analysis adequately answered the research
questions. Other nuances from the demographic information were also examined. This
analysis was done so see if patterns emerged with respect to that demographic
information and the participants’ responses.
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Graphs were presented in each targeted area providing baseline and visual results
for each participant. The line graphs were used as a focal point of conversation as I began
to answer research question #1. Inner comparisons, observations, and anomalies were
presented as part of the overall analysis. Tables that provided means scores, standard
deviation, and gains for both pre/post-surveys gave visual representation of the
breakdown. I used a similar analytical approach in order to answer research question #2.
This question asked for a comparison in the areas of affective orientation, knowledge of
disabilities, and instructional skills subsequent to the training sessions. Survey questions
were aligned to each target area of affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and
instructional skills (see Table 3.1).
Ethical Procedures
Data for this study was kept in strict confidence and was only used for the
purposes of this dissertation. I made it clear in writing that filling out the survey granted
me permission to process the information for use in the study. The statistician and I along
with members of the dissertation committee and others saw the raw data in order to
complete the dissertation process. All participants were anonymous. Confidentiality was
maintained by sealing the data after the conclusion of the study. Participants are not
named in the study.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
Children with disabilities are among the most neglected population in the church
today. This study focused on children with disabilities and references autism spectrum
disorder as one example of the many disabilities present in the world. Lowe describes
what lies between the great God-human divide as an additional barrier sometimes
referred as the cloud of disability, which deepens the challenge that children have when
developing a relationship with God. ALL children, including children with disabilities,
are part of the kingdom of God; each one has a calling and a ministry. The church must
create an environment that is conducive for such a relationship to develop and allow the
children to meet God in their own way. The church cannot be satisfied with simply
establishing a loving environment for children with disabilities but must help them meet
the Lord like any other child (Newman 13). All children can learn and experience God.
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and evaluate a training
module that prepares the church and children’s ministry leadership team to teach and
engage children with disabilities, particularly focusing on the techniques for autism
spectrum disorder by using accommodated teaching methods and augmented
communication strategies that create an environment where children can experience
lessons about God’s love. The training module covered three major areas: affective
orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills. These three areas are
reflected in the research questions and the survey.
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Participants
The participants in this study came from United Methodist Churches from the
lower Rio Grande Valley of Deep South Texas. Of the twenty four participants who took
the pre-surveys and post-surveys, all of them described themselves as Protestant. Eight
were males and sixteen females. The age of the group divided naturally at the 50 year
mark. Of the twenty four participants, fourteen were under 50 years of age, and ten were
above. Similarly, college graduates were well represented with thirteen in attendance and
eleven had no college degree. All of the participants were regular church attendees, and
all but three categorized themselves as Hispanic, Mexican-American. The majority of the
group, twenty one, said they worked with children often. A final question was asked on
the survey regarding extensive experience teaching children with disabilities. One-third
of the group categorized themselves as having that extensive experience (see Table 4.1).
The participants represented a varied slice of United Methodist Hispanics in the Rio
Grande Valley. The demeanor of the participants was positive as they demonstrated a
desire to learn. The interaction with one another during group activities suggested
cooperation and progress. Questions and comments were common during the workshop,
and the time ran smoothly.
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Table 4.1. Participant Demographics (N=24)
Characteristic

Responses

Gender

Male 8

Female 16

Age description

< 50 years 14

> 50 years 10

College graduates

Yes 13

No 11

Church attendance

Yes 24

No 0

Ethnicity

Hispanic 21

Anglo 3

Worked with children

Yes 21

No 3

Extensive experience

Yes 8

No 16

Research Question #1
What are persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and
instructional skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities prior to the training
sessions?
The participants were administered Questionnaire A, the pre-survey, as they
arrived at the workshop. The survey covered three areas: affective orientation, knowledge
of disabilities, and instructional skills. Each area contained nine questions for a total of
twenty seven questions in the survey. The survey used a Likert scale of 1 through 4.
Lower scores suggested less affective orientation, less knowledge of disabilities, and less
instructional skills. Higher scores suggested the converse. Appendix C provides an
overview of each participant’s scores on the pre-survey. Table 4.2 reports the overall
scores of the participants with a mean of 2.43 and a standard deviation of 0.58. A total of
five participants did not fall in the range as defined by the standard deviation: two
participants scored one deviation below the mean, two participants scored one deviation
above, and one participant scored two deviations above the mean.
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Table 4.2. Questionnaire A—Overall Statistical Results
Mean

SD

Range

2.43

0.58

19 participants within SD
2 within one SD below
2 within one SD above
1 within two SD above

A previous table (Table 3.1, p. 87) shows the breakdown of questions as it aligns
with the three areas: affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills. The questions in the survey were designed to gather information within the three
major areas. Each set has its own set of means and standard deviation. Table 4.3 shows
Questionnaire A scores in each area. The data shows that participants scored highest with
the affective orientation questions and lowest with instructional skill questions.

Table 4.3 Questionnaire A—Scores by Area
Area

Mean

Standard Deviation

Affective orientation

2.87

0.43

Knowledge of disabilities

2.33

0.52

Instructional skills

2.09

0.29

Affective Orientation
The mean score for affective orientation was 2.87 with a standard deviation of
0.54. Fifteen participants scored within the standard deviation range of 2.33 to 3.41.
Lower scores would suggest less affective orientation and higher scores would suggest
the contrary. Table 4.4 gives the statistical breakdown in detail.
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Table 4.4. Questionnaire A—Affective Orientation Statistical Results
Mean

SD

Range

2.87

0.54

15 participants within SD
5 within one SD below
3 within one SD above
1 within two SDs above

The group scored the highest in the area of affective orientation. This area
gathered data on the group’s attitudes and feelings towards children with disabilities and
ministry. Although the overall average in this area was a relatively high score with
respect to the other two areas, the score still suggests some insecurities and lack of
assuredness. Figure 4.1 shows the mean score of each participant in the area of affective
orientation.
The data in Figure 4.1 represents that the participants entered into the workshop
with somewhat postive feelings and attitudes towards children with disabiltities and
ministry. The seven participants who scored below a 2.5 seemingly represent some of the
insecurities, lack of assuredness, or negative feelings. However, the eleven scores above
3.0 suggest a more postive set of attitudes and feelings. One person already had a very
high and postive set of attitudes and feelings, scoring the highest possible 4. Affective
orientation, that is the participants’ attitudes and feeling towards ministry and children
with disabilities, seemed to be leaning towards a positive direction with some
uncertainties throughout the group.
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Figure 4.1. Participants’ averages on questionnaire A for affective orientation.

Knowledge of Disabilities
The mean score for the area of knowledge of disabilities was 2.33 with a standard
deviation of 0.71. Sixteen participants scored within the standard deviation range of 1.62
to 3.04. These mean scores are generally lower than the affective orientation data. Table
4.5 gives the statistical breakdown.
In this area, several scores appeared below 2.0, representing a low level of
comprehension in the area of knowledge of disabilities and ministry. This set of data lists
eight scores in the sub-2.0 range and only five participants scoring 3.0 or better. One
person made the lowest possible score of 1.0, and another participant scored just a few
points above the lowest. By contrast, three people scored 3.3 or above. The trend appears
to be that most who took Questionnaire A came in with somewhat low comprehension
regarding knowledge of disabilities and ministry (see Figure 4.2).
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Table 4.5. Questionnaire A—Knowledge of Disabilities Statistical Results
Mean

SD

Range

2.33

0.71

16 participants within SD
4 within one SD below
4 within one SD above

The columns in Figure 4.2 show the lower scores and reveal the many scores in
the ones. In this area, no one scored a 4.0, and one participant did score the lowest
possible score of 1.0. When comparing this area with the previous area of affective
orientation, participants generally scored lower. Prior to the training session, participants
had more of a grasp regarding affective orientation than knowledge of disabilities.
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Figure 4.2. Participants’ averages on questionnaire A for knowledge of disabilities.

Instructional Skills
The mean score for instructional skills was 2.09 with a standard deviation of 0.71.
Fifteen participants scored within the standard deviation range of 1.38 to 2.80. These
scores are lower than both the affective orientation and knowledge of disabilities scores
(see Table 4.6). The participants as a whole had the lowest average scores in the area of
instructional skills. Eight participants scored in the sub-2.0 range while only four
participants scored above 3.0. This set of data had the lowest scores. The data indicates a
somewhat low level of comprehension on the topic of instructional skills as it relates to
ministry and children with disabilities.
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Table 4.6. Questionnaire A—Instructional Skills Statistical Results
Mean

SD

Range

2.09

0.71

15 participants within SD
5 within one SD below
3 within one SD above
1 within two SD above

Refer to the Figure 4.3 for participants’ scores in the area of instructional skills.
Figure 4.3 reveals the high score of 3.67 and many sub-2.0 scores. In comparison to the
previous two areas of affective orientation and knowledge of disabilities, this area scored
the lowest. Prior to the training sessions, the participants’ level of knowledge regarding
instructional skills was relatively low.
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Figure 4.3. Participants’ averages on questionnaire A for instructional skills.

Several persons demonstrated strong scores in all areas. Those who had
categorized themselves as having extensive experience generally scored higher than the
rest of the group. Of the top three scorers in all categories, all of them identified
themselves with the extensive experience cluster. They were the participants that scored
one standard deviation above the mean and the one participant who scored two standard
deviations above the mean. By contrast, those who scored on the lowest end did not seem
to have an obvious category that might explain the lower scores. Examining the
pretraining sessions data seems to indicate that the more attitude oriented and less
specialized the questions were, the more likely the participants would score higher on the
Likert scale. Consequently, the affective orientation area scored higher. Questions that
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were more specialized and more specific prompted survey takers to select smaller
numbers on the scale. This observation is reflected in the low scores in the area of
instructional skills. Thus, participants scored higher in the attitudes and feelings section,
lower in the general knowledge section, and finally lowest where more specialized
knowledge was required.
Research Question #2
How do persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities change subsequent to their
participating in the training sessions?
On Questionnaire B, participants scored significantly higher in all three areas of
focus—affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills—
subsequent to their participation in the training sessions (see Appendix D). As a group,
the greatest gain was in the area of knowledge of disabilities. The content of this area was
very factual and participants were able to grasp the content fairly well. The smallest gain
was in the area of affective orientation. Although the group scored high in that area, they
scored fairly well on Questionnaire A, resulting in a smaller gain (see Table 4.7).
These results are significantly greater than that observed from Questionnaire A.
The overall mean from Questionnaire A was 2.43 compared to 3.59 for Questionnaire B.
This is a mean gain of 32 percent. This percentage represents a gain in positive attitudes
and knowledge increase in the three areas of affective orientation, knowledge of
disabilities, and instructional skills.
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Table 4.7. Questionnaire B—Overall Statistical Results
Mean

SD

Range

3.59

0.31

16 participants within SD
4 within one SD below
1 within one SD below
3 within one SD above

Table 4.8 compares the overall means, standard deviations, and gains. The 32
percent increase is significant because it shows that overall the participants had improved
in all three areas as a result of the training. The twenty participant scores within and
above the post-standard deviation suggest that this data represents stable, reliable results
because the scores moved closer to the post-mean.

Table 4.8. Questionnaires A and B—Overall Comparison
Pretest Mean

Pretest SD

Posttest Mean

Posttest SD

Mean Gain %

2.43

0.58

3.59

0.31

32

Table 4.9 shows the post-survey mean and standard deviation by area for
Questionnaire B. The results for each area of Questionnaire B can be compared internally
(see Table 4.9). The greatest post-mean score was in the area of knowledge of skills. The
low standard deviation of 0.13 suggests that this mean is representative of most the
group. The lowest area was that of instructional skills, but the 3.36 mean still represents a
strong score from Questionnaire B. All three areas represent positive growth and
knowledge gain.
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Table 4.9 Questionnaire B—Scores by Area
Posttest Results

Mean

SD

Affective orientation

3.69

0.22

Knowledge of disabilities

3.73

0.13

Instructional skills

3.36

0.17

Affective Orientation Questionnaire B
Table 4.10 displays the statistical comparisons of the participants on
Questionnaires A and B for the area of affective orientation. Although the gains were
relatively small, the participants scored high in this area. The group’s feelings and
attitudes towards those with disabilities and ministry grew stronger after the training
sessions. Generally speaking, the more people were informed regarding disabilities and
ministry, the more positive the attitudes and stronger the feelings tended to be. The postmean and mean gain listed in Table 4.10 support such a finding.
The standard deviation of 0.32 suggests that Questionnaire B’s mean is
representative of most of the participants. Moreover, the small gain stated in Table 4.10
reflects that persons already came in before the sessions with somewhat positive
attitudes. The training sessions helped diminish some insecurity, and one result was an
even stronger sense of affirmative affective orientation. Subsequent to the training
sessions, the data showed the participants changed to a more positive, accepting, and
inclusive affective orientation. The orientation also seemed to be one that reflected an
attitude that this type of ministry is important and meaningful.
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Table 4.10 Questionnaires A and B—Affective Orientation Comparisons
Pretest Mean

Pretest SD

Posttest Mean

Posttest SD

Mean Gain %

2.87

0.54

3.69

0.32

20.5

Knowledge of Disabilities Questionnaire B
The greatest gain by the participants was found in this area of knowledge of
disabilities. Individuals had significant gains. The three lowest scores experienced some
of the largest gains (see Appendices C and D). Everyone experienced gains. Table 4.11
displays the statistical comparisons of the participants on Questionnaires A and B for the
area of knowledge of disabilities.
The large gain represents how well the participants retained the information
presented regarding disabilities and ministry. Most of this information was factual in
nature. Lists were shared and definitions learned. For many, this gain seemed to be new
knowledge or at least information that needed reviewing. The 35.0 percent gain suggested
that people were able to grasp and relate to the knowledge presented in the training
sessions. The post-mean of 3.73 represented the highest score by the group as a whole.
The low standard deviation implied that most of the participants scored close to the postmean.
Subsequent to the training sessions, participants seemed to have had a substantial
comprehension gain in the area of knowledge of disabilities and ministry. The
comprehension gain was foundational knowledge and essential when considering action
and hands-on ministry. The data in Table 4.11 reflected significant change.
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Table 4.11. Questionnaires A and B—Knowledge of Disabilities Comparisons
Pretest Mean

Pretest SD

Posttest Mean

Posttest SD

Mean Gain %

2.33

0.71

3.73

0.31

35.0

Instructional Skills Questionnaire B
Instructional skills had the most potential for impact. The information presented
was special knowledge, and unless the participants had experience in this area, they
probably would not have been exposed to it before. For most, the information was new.
The participants did score high as a group, yet some showed little gain. Two in the group
experienced no gain at all. Although the gains are relevantly strong, some did not appear
to connect with the information concretely. Table 4.12 shows the statistical comparison
data of Questionnaires A and B in the area of instructional skills.
Instructional skill had the lowest pre-mean, which indicates that from the
beginning of this process many participants did not have a solid grasp of instructional
skills. These skills are special information and would not be common knowledge or used
unless the participant was previously involved in this type of instruction. In short, the
content was more involved and harder to understand, yet the post-mean of 3.36 does
suggest knowledge increase.
Subsequent to the training sessions, participants had an increase in comprehension
and awareness in the area of instructional skills. Some of the skills were multifaceted in
nature and required time and practice for understanding. Perhaps, this complexity is why
the post-mean of 3.36 was the lowest post-mean of the three areas of focus. Developing a
social story or using a transition song perhaps takes practice outside a workshop to feel
confident in its mastery. The change in the participants was characterized by a deeper
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understanding and awareness of instructional skills, yet with a need to practice and
become more assured of these skills.

Table 4.12. Questionnaires A and B—Instructional Skills Comparisons
Pretest Mean

Pretest SD

Posttest Mean

Posttest SD

Mean Gain %

2.09

0.71

3.36

0.44

31.7

Overall, an increase of knowledge and positive attitudes toward disabilities and
ministry has occurred (see Table 4.13). The mean of 3.59 with a standard deviation of
0.31 suggests that the scores are significant. The scores also indicate that subsequent to
the workshop positive and significant changed occurred in all three areas—affective
orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills.

Table 4.13. Questionnaires A and B—Overall Results
Statistics

Questionnaire A Results

Questionnaire B Results

Mean

2.43

3.59

SD

0.58

0.31

Range

19 Participants

16 Participants

Research Question #3
How do persons’ affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional
skills regarding ministry and children with disabilities change the delivery of a Sunday
school class or Bible lesson subsequent to participating in the training sessions?
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The essence of research question #3 is one of practice and engagement. In other
words now that the participants have been trained and experienced the workshop, did
anyone put into practice what was learned and how did their approach change? The
information presented in the workshop was intended to cause not only an increase in
awareness and understanding in the areas of affective orientation, knowledge of
disabilities, and instructional skills, but it was also intended to change the way the
participants would present a Bible lesson, introduce a biblical principle, or engage a
child. Although the training sessions informed and empowered and probably caused
delivery change, the delivery and engagement change were measured primarily through
the use of the focus groups.
Using Questionnaire C, three focus groups met and shared their experiences
regarding the impact of the workshop, the experiences of practice, general impact, and
more specifically how the training sessions changed the participants delivery of a Bible
lesson or Sunday school class. Conversations were informal and yet structured (see
Appendix E). Everyone was given a chance to speak and share in a nonthreatening
environment. Three participants did not attend the focus groups. They were called and
invited to an alternate focus group but did not attend. Two were interviewed over the
phone for their responses and one preferred not to give input. Table 4.14 presents a
summary of the focus groups’ responses on Questionnaire C and the tallies of the
frequencies of responses.
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Table 4.14. Frequency Chart for Questionnaire C—Focus Group Responses
Question 1
Comment

Tally

Positive experience and positive impact

12

Increased awareness and knowledge

15

Felt need to include children with disabilities

12

Video Clip well remembered

16

This topics births feelings of importance

18

Informative

5

Good introduction

5

Question 2
Words like insecurity, ignorant, inadequate

11

Compassion, inspiration

10

Lack of knowledge

14

Helpless

3

Challenge

5

Question 3
Include children and engage them in their spiritual journey was now high

18

Hands-on activities to delivery Bible lessons

15

Use of social story, story boards, and picture boards

14

Level of advocacy and awareness increased and practiced

14

New ministry and enhancement of existing ministries

12

More repetition in delivery

7

More pro active approach

3

Do not feel ready to give lesson

2

Question 4
Buddy system video

16

Preparation ideas

14

Theology stood out. All children have calling and ministry

14

Social story activity

4

Floor time

4

Question 5
Requested more hands-on activities

15

A sample curriculum

12

Question 6
Final comment were positive

13

Repetitive comments

13

More training for other churches

15

The question that most directly pertained to research question #3 was question 3:
We talked about attitudes, knowledge of disabilities, and instructional skills, how has any
of that information changed the way you would deliver a Bible lesson or engage a child
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with a disability? What have you done differently since the workshop? The participants
responded most with the idea that now a new perspective has emerged regarding the need
to include and become involved in the spiritual lives of children with disabilities. Not
only a newfound appreciation developed, but many were moved to action as they taught
in their classrooms and churches. The idea of using more hands-on activities in Sunday
school or Bible lessons also received much conversation. Participants saw these activities
as an opportunity to connect with children. Moreover, the focus groups saw the
importance of structure within a classroom and in the presentation of a lesson. The use of
social stories and picture boards gave teachers tools that many did not have before.
Delivery Change
Table 4.15 summarizes the most common responses and sentiments of the three
focus groups from Questionnaire C as they pertain to research question #3.

Table 4.15. Delivery Change
Summary of Questionnaire C from Focus Group
1.

Inclusion of children with disabilities and importance of their spiritual journey

2.

An increased use of hands-on activities when presenting Bible lessons

3.

More structure built into classroom via story and picture boards and social stories

First, the idea of inclusion deepened. Inclusion before meant simply to accept the
child and have a place where he or she could color. The attitude was one of minimalism.
Following the intervention, inclusion meant to engage children with disabilities because
they have spiritual journeys and leaders must walk alongside. Inclusion means helping
children find their calling and ministry. This type of inclusion implies engagement and
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informed instructional skills. Participants affirmed this notion during the training sessions
through multiple individual conversations with the presenter. Inclusion and its subsequent
change in delivery were characterized by a sense of importance and strong feelings
regarding ministry and children. This type of inclusion changes delivery of Bible lessons
or Sunday school class because it raises the level of competency of the teacher and raises
the level of expectations as well.
Delivery change number 2 stressed more hands-on activities and examples when
delivering a Bible or Sunday school lesson. Although many previously used
manipulatives, the groups believed that it was underused and that hands-on activities
were beneficial to all children. Using hands-on activities with the context of floor time
produced opportunities of connection for the teacher and the child. Teachers used handson media such as paint, clay, clapping, banners in worship, bread, music for dance,
candy, and stickers. The groups said that although the increased use of things that
students can touch, see, smell, taste, and hear were beneficial when delivering a Bible
lesson, they had difficulty at times finding the appropriate hands-on activity for the
lesson. Sometimes the connection was not very obvious, and creativity was needed to
continue with the lesson. This concern was also observed during the workshop as some
participants voiced the need for more examples of hands-on activities.
Delivery change number 3 helped in ordering and preparing the class and the
children for transitioning and instruction. Many expressed that when they used picture
boards and story boards it ordered the flow of the classroom and that it not only helped
the children with the disability but also the class in general. Social stories were used to
give advanced notice to students and to communicate desired behavior. This type of
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preparation facilitated better classroom and student behavior and learning. The use of
story boards, picture boards, and social stories were new skills for many and changed the
way many participants delivered a Bible lesson and managed a Sunday school class. In
other one on one time with those who participated in the training sessions, participants
reechoed this change in delivery as a meaningful and valuable tool for delivery
instruction.
Additional Impact from Questionnaire C by Focus Group
The focus groups also shared other significant impact of the training sessions and
their experience subsequent to the sessions (see Table 4.16). One could tell that after
investing time and energy in the training sessions, and with children, that the groups’
level of advocacy and awareness increased. This observation was communicated by body
language, individual conversations, and the general spirit of the sharing. Every group
wanted more training, more discussion, and the duplication of this workshop to others
churches throughout the area. The level of awareness and advocacy increased.
One church used a video presented in the workshop to raise awareness to its larger
church and then asked people to volunteer for a new ministry. Others shared information
with others in their church and their families on a more individual level. The point is that
several churches that participated in the training sessions either decided to start a new
ministry or to have enhanced current ministries. The impact of new ministry, the
enhancement of others, and the possibility of future ministry was significant and
meaningful to those in the focus groups.
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Table 4.16. Questionnaire C—Additional Impact
Focus Group Added Impact
1.

An increased level of advocacy and desire to spread awareness

2.

New ministry dedicated to children with disabilities

Summary of Major Findings
The major findings come forth from a process that involved the literary review,
the development, implementation, and analysis of the training module, interaction with
focus groups and children, and answers to the research questions. The purpose of this
study was to train adults so that they could learn how to engage children with disabilities
more effectively so that children could experience the love of God. The following major
findings emerged:
1. The theological approach matters and the idea of normalization of
expectations is crucial.
2. Understanding leads to positive and intense attitudes and feelings. This
knowledge leads to overcoming fear that prevents involvement in ministry.
3. Participants increased knowledge in all three areas of focus, yet the area of
instructional skills required an additional step for deeper mastery.
4. Applied behavior analysis works and is teachable and reproducible in ministry
settings.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
The difficulty of connecting with children who do not speak very well or who
cannot perceive their surroundings is very real in the world of autism spectrum disorder.
Many children with disabilities find themselves on the outside looking in partly because
of their own challenges and partly because of the community’s and church’s ineffective
response (Newman 9). The church along with the greater community can make a
significant difference in the lives of children, and, wonderfully, the children will make a
significance difference in the lives of the church and community.
The purpose of this study was to develop, implement, and evaluate a training
module that prepares the church and children’s ministry leadership team to teach and
engage children with disabilities, particularly focusing on the techniques for autism
spectrum disorder, by using accommodated teaching methods and augmented
communication strategies that create an environment where children can experience
lessons about God’s love. Adults were equipped so they might engage children more
effectively and, as a result, help create a place where children can experience the grace
and love of God.
The summary of major findings lists four significant outcomes of this study. The
findings encompass theology, feelings and attitudes, increased knowledge, and an area
such as applied behavior analysis that one does not normally associate with ministry.
These findings were major because they speak to the literature review and overall study;
they have theological implications meaningful to current day ministry, and they have
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caused me to have profound personal insights that stir deeper reflection and action. Other
discussion involves the limitations of this study, what I would do differently, and a few
ministry recommendations.
Exceptional Theology Produces Exceptional Ministry
The theological approach matters and the idea of normalization of expectations is
crucial.
Often leaders in the church become cynical of theology and find some of its
application to everyday ministry lacking. In this study, theology played an extremely
meaningful role because it helped shape the starting point for ministry and it deepened
participants’ understanding of community. Exceptional theology was defined as a
theological perspective that lifts up the worth of each child, seeks inclusion in the life of
the church and inclusion in the spiritual journey, sees the strengths and value of children,
and advocates hands-on informed patient involvement (Webb-Mitchell, Unexpected
Guests; Eisland; Gaventa and Coulter, Pastoral Voice). Exceptional theology rests on the
very nature of Jesus’ ministry in that it brings to the forefront those who are naturally left
out (Luke 4:16-20). Exceptional theology advocates that ALL children, including
children with disabilities, have a calling and ministry (Lowe 2007).
Personal insight. My own personal insights revolve around the impact and
change of people when presented with the notion that children with disabilities have a
calling and ministry and that believers need to get involved in the children’s lives just as
they get involved in the spiritual lives of others. For some, the notion that persons with
disabilities could have a calling and ministry is almost counter intuitive. Not until people
understood and accepted the concept of normalization of expectations did the idea of
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calling and ministry for everyone come alive. One person told me privately that she had
never considered this notion of calling and ministry for those with disabilities. Her mindset reflected a very low level of expectations regarding ministry and relationship
possibilities. I think the notion is even harder to grasp in the light of cognitive delays. A
few still were not convinced or at least seemed to be cautiously optimistic. Ironically,
these folks had more formal training in the area of disabilities and education.
Theology matters because it gave a wonderful starting place and foundational
platform on which to engage the topic of this study. I think what mattered most was that
it raised the starting point for so many, which produced a higher standard at which to
teach, learn, and minister. Exceptional theology produces exceptional ministry with
children with exceptionalities.
Insights from the literature review. This theology strongly encouraged people
to raise their own expectations regarding what children with disabilities were expected to
do. The idea that children with disabilities were not some abnormality of ministry but
people with gifts, wants, needs, abilities, and calling and ministry was a huge eye-opener
for the majority of participants. Once normalization of expectation was understood and
embraced, the participants raised their own expectations regarding their own role in
ministry, which allowed for a deeper sense of community.
Robert Collie, Schuster, and Nouwen write about the importance of community in
the lives of those who have a disability. These writers believe that within community
people can better connect with God. The words “we are doing this together” from
Nouwen’s book exemplify the essence of this type of community (16). Community starts
with seeing people for who they are and walking alongside and participating in their
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spiritual experiences. When this type of community occurs, calling and ministry are
discovered. This concept represents a higher starting place and is rooted in the
exceptional theology presented.
The theology matters for this study because it deepened the meaning of hospitality
and individual worth. Webb-Mitchell shares regarding a person’s value that individual
worth comes from God’s presence and in God’s eyes (God 4). This notion stands at the
crux of exceptional theology. Everyone is created in the image of God. Participants
understood that ALL persons including children with disabilities have value and are
important. This attitude was measured by the increase of positive affective orientation
towards children with disabilities and supported by the overall comments of the focus
groups. Increased acknowledgement of individual worth of all persons meant a
fundamental change in how participants proceeded forward in ministry with those with
special needs.
Biblical underpinnings. The understanding of hospitality was one of those areas
in the theology that deeply matured. Hospitality is more than providing a safe place
where someone with disabilities can color while everyone else is worshiping or involved
in Bible study. When King David looks upon whom to bestow God’s kindness, he goes
out of his way to include a man who is lame. He invited him to his table, a great example
of how the church ought to invite and be hospitable (2 Sam. 9).
Hospitality involves including and welcoming folks so that they too may
experience God on their own terms. William C. Gaventa and David L. Coulter share the
power of involving those with special needs in worship experiences (Pastoral Voice 33).
The ultimate form of hospitality is to welcome people and to provide for their needs and
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to provide a comfortable environment where they can experience God (Luke 15:11-32).
Meeting people’s needs, special needs, is theologically sound and is foundational for
hospitality. Jesus met people’s special needs (Lowe 2008) in his ministry. Biblical stories
such as found in Genesis 18, 2 Samuel 9, and Luke 4, 10, and 15 give support to a
hospitality that includes and helps others worship.
Impact on practice in the church. Once the adults embraced this theological
approach and the idea of normalization of expectations, they began to expect the same
from all children. This notion made application and practice very simple. Often the
question would come up or someone would cite a scenario and my response would be,
“What do you expect from the rest of the children?” Time and time again adults began to
realize that normalization of expectations was crucial in how the children would react to
each other and the teacher. Normalization of expectations also shows that the children
with disabilities have dignity just like any other child. After the intervention, local church
leaders and Sunday school teams expect the same for all children. If the rest of the
children are going to worship in big church, then ALL children get to go worship in big
church. If the children must stay in line to go outside, then ALL children must stay in line
to go outside. This approach communicates volumes to church folks, parents, and
children. This approach says the local church cares and loves every child equally.
Positive Attitudes
Understanding leads to positive and intense attitudes and feelings. This type of
understanding leads to overcoming fear that prevents involvement in ministry. The more
the participants understood regarding children with disabilities and ministry, the more
positively they felt regarding such ministry possibilities.
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Personal insights. Several people came to tears and were deeply moved by the
overall experience. This sentiment was especially true for those who had family members
affected by some sort of disability. More specifically, the understanding of
communication struggles and the understanding of corresponding communication
strategies seemed to be especially meaningful to these folks. Participants were not under
the impression that these techniques and communication strategies would somehow
magically solve all the communication struggles of a loved one, but for them these
strategies were a meaningful place to start. One grandfather told me that his grandson has
autism spectrum disorder and does not talk very much. The grandfather always felt so
badly that he did not know how to connect with his grandson. Now, he uses social stories,
transition songs, and floor time to engage his grandson. His action is half the battle, and
the grandfather has become informed and is currently willing to try. This perspective is at
the heart of exceptional theology presented earlier in this study, which advocates handson informed patient involvement. Understanding leads to positive attitudes and intense
feelings of motivation that usually cause folks to get involved if even on the most basic
level.
Insights from the literature review. This finding might seem obvious for some,
but its overwhelming and deep-reaching impact profoundly touched participants and
churches. Although the data showed that most of the participants entered into the training
sessions with generally positive feelings towards children with disabilities, fear of the
unknown seemed to block persons from truly appreciating the power of this ministry. The
fear of the unknown also prevented some from even attempting to engage or connect to a
child with disabilities.
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These fears are similar to some of the advocacy material sponsored by the
National Organization of Disability. The group writes about the barriers that exist in the
church and exclusion that results (“What is the Religious Participation Gap?”). The key
to overcoming such barriers is understanding. The more people understood why some
children made funny noises, why certain children laughed for no apparent reason, why
odd hand gestures occurred, the more attitudes changed to include feelings of motivation.
Fear of the unknown and the lack of understanding prevent even those who are
sympathetic and empathetic from acting and engaging children who might have some
kind of disability. The result is to neglect or ignore ministry possibilities. Previous
research confirms this sentiment. Children with autism spectrum disorder can rise to an
even higher level of neglect because part of their challenge is a difficulty to understand
and communicate (Bellon-Harn, Harn, and Watson 157). The difficulty to understand and
communicate ironically goes both ways including the child with disabilities and the
adults trying to connect with them. As participants gained understanding, whether
theological, general knowledge, or specific instructional skills, they started to overcome
fears. As fears diminished, they were replaced by intense feelings of motivation. Lifechanging ministry, meaningful impact of persons, and real instructional tools helped
move people into commitment.
These intense feelings led to the crossing of a barrier. The barrier was non-action.
After the training sessions, most participants became involved in some sort of ministry.
People helped to raise awareness, started new ministries, talked to friends and families,
actively engaged children with disabilities, and generally felt more open to the
possibilities of ministry. In short, they saw the value in this ministry because they saw the
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value of the children and the great ministry potential. The children must not be
overlooked but must be made a focus so the church might discover their limitless value
and spiritual profoundness (Martin and Travis 11). C. Lewis Martin and John T. Travis’
comment regarding value and spiritual profoundness highlights this finding. Simply put,
when people understand more and see the potential spiritual impact they can have, they
get involved.
Biblical underpinnings. The theology presented in Chapter 2 of this study refers
to transformational ministry. Jesus’ ministry is characterized by such transformation
(Luke 4; 10; 15). Indeed, Jesus was involved with those who had special needs because
he knew it was transformational ministry. People are transformed, not only the child with
disability but the adults and teachers as well. Jesus healed the leper, gave sight to the
blind, and engaged people who needed some extra help. This type of engagement was the
nature of Jesus’ ministry as laid out in Luke 4. This sense of transformational and
meaningful engagement still plays itself out today and helps explain the reaction of many
of the participants in this study (see Table 4.14, p. 113). The intense and strong feelings
of motivation are imbedded in the transformational ministry of Jesus. People simply want
to be a part of something meaningful and transformational.
Ministry becomes transformational when the one transformed participates in
ministry and also transforms. Acts 9 is but one example of the blind Paul being
transformed only to be an eventual instrument of transformation. While a child who has
trouble speaking can be helped and taught to write out and say a prayer, the moment can
be powerful but not yet transformational. The moment becomes transformational when
that same child helps someone else write out and read their prayer. The moment becomes
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transformational when that same child leads his or her class praying his written prayer in
front of the congregation. Luke writes in Acts 9: 17-18 about Paul’s blindness:
So Ananias went and entered the house. He laid his hands on Saul and
said, “Brother Saul, the Lord Jesus, who appeared to you on your way
here, has sent me so that you may regain your sight and be filled with the
Holy Spirit.” And immediately something like scales fell from his eyes,
and his sight was restored.
Although a powerful moment in the life of Paul, transformational ministry occurred when
Paul got up and engaged in his calling and ministry. Paul was no longer the blind one but
the one whom God uses to heal the blind. This notion captures the idea of
transformational ministry and its power overcomes common fears that prevent ministry
with children who have disabilities.
Impact on practice in the church. My local church has now become involved in
raising awareness regarding disabilities and ministry. Not only do we internally offer
church-wide celebrations in conjunction with basic autism spectrum disorder information,
but we have gone to other churches, singing and spreading the message of understanding
and inclusion. I know that other churches who attended the workshop have also shown
videos in their own churches, started new ministries, and even connected with existing
ministries that promote understanding of disabilities and ministry. The level of advocacy
and awareness has now increased locally, and we are going out trying to motivate other
churches and organizations.
Several Sunday school assistants in our church are now directly involved in
ministry and special needs. Since the training and exposure to information, they have
been motivated to get involved. They were afraid at first because they felt they were not
prepared or did not know enough, but basic understanding has led to positive attitudes
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and intense feelings of motivation. Fear of getting involved has been moved aside. We
now have a rotation of helpers who work with all the children. This attitude was not the
case before but the more we learn and encourage and get involved the more the
individual gets excited about ministry.
Next Steps
Participants increased knowledge in all three areas of focus, yet the area of
instructional skills required an additional step. Participants did not feel comfortable to
apply some of the instructional techniques so soon after learning them in a workshop
environment. They needed more opportunities for practice before going out to engage
children.
Personal insight. Participants shared several times in the focus groups that they
wanted more hands-on and concrete examples of Bible lessons, transition devices, and
other instructional skills. As participants shared this sentiment, I realized an entire day of
training could have been dedicated to this concern. Perhaps the next step is to follow up
with an additional component to the workshop committed to lesson ideas and
instructional aides that are modeled and experienced by the participants.
This ministry intervention intended for the participants to get experience during
the five to six weeks interval before the focus groups. I believe that many simply wanted
more experience before they entered a real world scenario. Stonehouse, Virginia
Richardson-Koehler, and Michael J. Anthony write about the importance of prepared
adults and their role on the impact of quality Christian education. The data from the area
of instructional skills seems to echo the sentiments of those scholars in that sufficient
preparation is deeply important to meaningful Christian education for all children. I think
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that the very nature of instructional skill requires repetition and experience for deep
mastery, which might not come within the limitations of a two-day training experience.
Next steps include follow-up with those who want more training and guided experience
in a real-world setting.
Insights from literature review. The participants had substantial knowledge
increase in all three areas—affective orientation, knowledge of disabilities, and
instructional skills (see Table 4.13, p. 111). Participants were generally impacted in a
positive way, which raised levels of knowledge and awareness. Affective orientation
changed positively in that an urgency and passion arose in the participants’ desire to raise
awareness and in the participants’ deeper understanding of their role in hospitality
ministries. Pohl writes about ministries that support even when ministry is difficult.
When done in the spirit of Jesus’ ministry, messy involvement is transformed into a
ministry that welcomes, a ministry that supports, and a ministry that is exceptional. Dr.
Pohl’s assertions were affirmed through the reaction of participants’ conversations in the
focus groups and by the increased sense of positive affective orientation towards children
with disabilities. The desire to include, connect, and support was high.
The area of knowledge of disabilities also had a significant gain. This area
included many concrete factual information such as definitions, lists, and other items that
were fairly easy to understand and internalize. According to the survey statistics
presented earlier, this area contained the highest increase in knowledge gain (see Table
4.9, p. 108). If one had no or little experience in the field of disabilities, then the
information presented in the training sessions was likely new. The knowledge of
disabilities area is foundational information and gives people a good platform and base
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on which to stand. Stonehouse comments, “These special worship groups will be more
truly a community when the participating adults see themselves as learners and
worshipers along with the children” (184). One meaningful idea in this quote is that of
adults being trained and prepared. The increased understanding in the area of knowledge
of disability reflects this type of adult as learner and participant approach.
The final target area was the area of instructional skills. According to the
statistical data (see Table 4.9, p. 108), an increase in understanding occurred for all of the
participants in this area as well. The exceptional theology presented in the literary review
advocates hands-on informed patient involvement. Clearly, participants had knowledge
increase and seemed to be more informed, but the area of instructional skills needed an
additional step. Skills such as the use of social stories, floor time, and transitional tools
were explained and modeled. Mastery was sufficient enough to respond in a survey, but
for some mastery was not sufficient enough to apply in the real world.
The concept of social stories is very understandable, but it has subtleties and at
times requires adjustment. Crozier and Tincani comment on one of those subtleties and
discusses the need to use some verbal prompting in certain occasions (155). The idea of
having a positive starting point before singing a transition song or adjusting some other
device (Banda and Kubina 507) is a detail that could be easily left out. The additional
step was that of more concrete examples of hands-on instructional tools and more
practice of those tools in the training sessions. The key word here is more because indeed
hands-on examples and practice opportunities were provided during the training sessions
but perhaps not enough for the deeper mastery needed to apply them to the real world.
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Biblical underpinnings. Affective orientation increased as persons understood
what role they could play in this ministry. This increase is a significant impact because
research shows that churches lag behind in special needs ministries (Newman; WebbMitchell, Unexpected Guest; Ohsberg). Webb-Mitchell writes about that lack of
preparedness of churches and how many are simply not ready to receive a child with a
disability (5). Ohsberg highlights the structural and theological barriers that exist in the
churches (74). In light of both Webb-Mitchell’s and Ohsberg’s comments, the increased
knowledge in the area of affective orientation and the increased understanding of the
participants’ role in the church become significant because they posture the participants
to respond to the authors’ concerns.
James writes in chapter 2 about the connection between faith and works: “But
someone will say, ‘You have faith and I have works.’ Show me your faith apart from
your works, and I by my works will show you my faith” (2:18). I think this verse speaks
to the next step of this finding. People were ready to get involved because of these
increased levels but action is what helped develop a better grasp of instructional skills
techniques. Increased knowledge combined with active involvement and practice is
important.
Impact on practice in the church. What my local church has done is to seek out
ideas from those who have already been successful in the type of instructional skills
techniques appropriate for the church and ministry. Some of the participants have
solicited ideas from other churches, ministries, and organizations to help deepen their
own understanding and their instructional skills tool bag. Other participants have looked
for resources that give examples of hands-on lessons and strategies that can, with a little
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thought, be contextualized to the church or ministry setting. This desire and active
seeking of concrete examples of instructional skills is new in the life of most of the
participants. The church and many participants now see the value in engaging the child
with a structured lesson or floor-time activity and actively seek how to develop biblical
lessons for the children. Teaching is more structured, concrete, and engaging for all of the
children.
Wonderful Behavior
Applied behavior analysis works and it is teachable and reproducible in ministry
settings. The church is involved in behavior and person change. Change is part of the
nature of the church, and applied behavior analysis provides an informed approach for
churches that are willing to learn.
Personal insight. Applied behavior analysis works appropriately in ministry
settings. One could see how it could be applied with the church choir, administrative
council, youth groups, and any place behavior needs to be changed in a systematic way.
As a result of the focus group conversations and individual conversations regarding
shaping, what stood out for me was the sense that people felt more prepared to take on
behavioral issues. The notion that results occurred every time for every participant is not
the point. The point is that people believed they had an informed place from which to
engage the child and change behavior, especially if the material came to them as a new
concept. Applied behavior analysis is a valuable tool for ministry settings that desires to
create an environment where wonderful behavior abounds.
Insights from the literature review. Many children with disabilities, including
autism spectrum disorder, have difficulty following certain rules and producing desired
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behaviors or completing tasks. The uninformed simply do not know how to approach a
child who does not respond to directions and laughs when asked to remain seated. Many
get caught up in some of the obsessive behaviors demonstrated by children and soon the
situation begins to escalate. Participants welcomed the teaching of applied behavior
analysis because it gave them some valuable tools for ministry strategies. It is a tangible
and informed approach when engaging children with disabilities in the context of
ministry.
Applied behavior analysis has applications in many areas, including but not
limited to education, psychology, mental health, family theory, and the business world
(Cooper, Heron, and Heward 14). The related behavioral change easily applies to
ministry. Transitioning songs that help change problem behavior is an example of how
participants smoothly utilized applied behavior analysis in a ministry setting.
Participants stated in the focus groups that shaping (L. Miller) gave teachers a real
and meaningful strategy when attempting to teach a new task. The step-by-step process
along with positive reinforcement just translates well in the Sunday school and ministry
setting. L. Miller writes, “The ultimate goal is to increase the rate of that behavior relative
to others” (193). Miller’s shaping focuses on increasing desired behavior. In the spirit of
L. Miller, Cooper, Heron, and Heward, and Paul Alberto and Anna C. Troutman,
participants affirmed their behavior change story. Several one-on-one conversations
praised the ease and value of shaping in the ministry setting, not just for children with
disabilities but for ALL children.
Biblical underpinnings. The theology of applied behavior analysis would be
interesting to investigate within the context of ministry and disabilities. Deep
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investigation goes beyond the scope of this study, but theology does help people relate to
and apply behavior change. In the most general terms, the church is in the business of
behavior change in that the mission of the church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ for
the transformation of the world. When that mission is broken down to a more individual
level, one thinks about the transformation of a person, which often involves behavior
change.
Behavior change happens in the church all the time and it is simply part of
disciples’ makeup. Jesus in his ministry announcement found in Luke 4 focuses on the
poor, the blind, and the oppressed (Luke 4:16-20). Interestingly, those listening to Jesus
are also being asked to change as the gospel pushes them to involve those who have not
traditionally been included. People fundamentally change when they encounter Jesus and
his powerful message and miracles. The church today continues in that ministry and as
we minister and people see Jesus and change begins.
In John 8, Jesus transforms the life of the woman caught in adultery:
And once again he bent down and wrote on the ground. When they heard
it, they went away, one by one, beginning with the elders; and Jesus was
left alone with the woman standing before him. Jesus straightened up and
said to her, “Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned you?” She
said, “No one, sir.” And Jesus said, “Neither do I condemn you. Go your
way, and from now on do not sin again.” (8-11)
Jesus gave the woman an antecedent stimulus by simply being with her in a
nonjudgmental way. The behavior was not to sin anymore, and the consequence stimulus
was encouragement as shown in verse 11. Throughout Scripture this pattern occurs where
Jesus changed a life, followed by a consequent stimulus. These steps are the basic
components of applied behavior analysis (Cooper, Heron, and Heward 16). ABA fits
appropriately as a biblical model.
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Impact on practice in the church. Ethics are a part of applied behavior analysis.
The basic ethical issue is that because behavior change influences others, one must be
responsible in its use. The desired behavior must be one that is beneficial to the child and
helps him or her navigate the world easier. The desired behavior should not be harmful or
attempt to cause harm to anyone, but should reflect societal norms and efficacy. The local
church and those who attended the workshop now pay extra attention and make sure that
the behavior change is a positive one for the children.
Theology of the child with exceptionalities sees the strengths and value of each
child. This type of theology is a significant and overarching guide especially in light of
behavior change ethics because it leads toward value and worth. The children are special,
made in the image of God, and deserve best intentions. Stephen A. Seamands invites the
church to see people as made in the image of their maker (Ministry 39). This invitation is
a helpful theological assertion and is foundational and has informed the church as new
ministries that use applied behavior analysis develop.
Implications of the Findings
The findings have at least two implications. The first implication is that some
increases and impact were not measured. Increased understanding led to positive attitudes
and increased knowledge gain impacted ministry, but I believe some impact and increase
simply could not be measured by the data collection approach offered in this study. Some
of the increases perhaps were noteworthy but small to the average observer. Some impact
was simply not reported or shared by participants because of its personal nature. This
unreported information implies that the impact of this study goes beyond the data
reported.
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The second implication is that the church need not be afraid of science such as the
behavioral science of applied behavior analysis. Sometimes the church shies away from
science when science can inform and help the church understand. The opposite is also
true in that the church could inform science. Science and academia help humanity
understand the world and should be embraced as it was in this study.
Limitations of the Study
This study was a powerful journey and an extremely positive experience for
many, including me. With any journey, bumps on the road cause frustration or force one
to reevaluate the best way forward. The same is true with this study. Looking back, I
would have spent more time on concrete, hands-on examples of instructional skills. I
would have made certain that participants went through many experiences where Bible
lessons were made to come alive using manipulative and other hands-on activities that
helped bring people into the lesson. I would have dedicated an entire component of the
training sessions to just experiencing different instructional skills and supplying
participants with more hands-on activities. The purpose would be to have the participants
work through as student and as teacher these exercises to build more confidence before
sending them out to real-world scenarios. I simply did not have enough time to provide
these types of learning experiences as well as I would have liked.
I also think that I would have changed the ministry intervention and probably the
research questions so I would have had more direct interaction with children. I am not
saying that in this entire experience I did not have direct interaction because I did. I
visited schools, observed teachers, went to children’s ministry classes just to connect
myself on some informal level, yet I think I missed something by not having the children
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as a direct part of my ministry intervention and research. The children were definitely the
written focus and focus of the training sessions and the topic of countless conversations,
but I would have liked to have them directly involved somehow during the training
sessions. I believe they would have deepened the experience for everyone. I probably
could have directly involved children within the current construct of the ministry
intervention but I would have had to be creative.
Moreover, finding participants was more challenging than I thought. This ministry
topic sort of lies in the two extreme categories, either one is passionate about the topic or
one does not really consider the need. Those who are not passionate about children with
disabilities and ministry do not see the immediate need for training. Those who are
passionate often times have self-educated and think they do not need training. Although
the participants of this study were exceptional, finding them and having them commit to
the entire process was indeed a challenge. I think I would have focused more on the
South West Texas Conference that overlaps the Rio Grande Conference churches and
made other personal invitations.
Data collection actually went much smoother than I expected, mostly due to the
initial explanation I gave to potential participants regarding the commitment to the entire
journey. A few potential participants decided not to participate because the journey was
too long. I think that initial conversation helped eliminated those who were not serious
about taking the pre-survey and post-survey or about being involved in the focus groups.
The data collection was adequate short of the three who did not attend the focus groups.
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Unexpected Observations
I did not expect to observe the high level of commitment by many participants of
the workshop. I expected that participants would come and be challenged by the level of
commitment I required. Very quickly it became evident that many of the participants
were willing to go far beyond what I expected from them. Participants wanted more
workshops, participants started new ministries, participants became advocates, and
participants initiated their own training and found resource people. I was so impressed by
the level of motivation and commitment of the participants.
I did not expect it to be so difficult to be objective. My mentor mentioned
objectivity from the beginning of this process, and I thought I could gauge myself. Time
and time again I slipped into a more emotional and personal state of mind. I did not
expect that I would not be able to judge that for myself. I relied on the wisdom of others
to help see and keep reminding me of the need to stay objective. I can see why I have
these feelings, but I did not think I would drift over to the emotional end so easily and
without even realizing what I was doing.
Recommendations
I recommend that pastors and church leaders participate in this training or similar
ones. Two pastors participated in the training sessions and as a result their churches have
begun or enhanced existing ministries. One reasonable conclusion is that clergy have the
most significant impact on their churches or at least on which ministries will exist and be
a priority. I surmise that the more pastors and church leaders who have influence attend
this training the more new ministries will develop and level of awareness throughout the
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conference will increase. I recommend that district and conference leaders also take this
workshop or similar ones for the same reasons.
I also recommend that a follow-up training be offered to those who experienced
this ministry intervention. The follow-up training sessions would focus on hands-on
instructional skill experiences. They would focus on how the participants could be
involved in systematic advocacy throughout the conference and surrounding sister
churches outside the conference. The repeating of this workshop to other groups will now
be a part of my ministry. I will offer it from time to time to churches, districts, and other
groups interested in this ministry. Follow-up trainings and duplicate experiences with
others are significant next steps.
Several new questions arose from this study. One of the major findings involved
an increase of knowledge that led to positive attitudes and intense feelings of motivation.
Further research could be done on how long and to what extent these intense feelings
produce meaningful long-lasting ministerial results. Further research could be done on
the effectiveness of several instructional tools. Perhaps, this research would involve more
direct interaction with children. Measurements could be made regarding successful
attempts at the use of a transition song. The question might take the form: What is the
success rate of a transition song in actually producing the desired effect over a period of
one month? Another area of research that would deepen this research is to study the
change in affective orientation of children who happen to be classmates of children with
disabilities. How does a child’s affective orientation change subsequent to a series of
awareness lessons?
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Postscript
My wife and I hugged deeply and looked at each other with uncertain eyes.
“Betito has a developmental disorder,” I thought to myself. Betito has special needs. We
did not know anything about autism spectrum disorder or developmental disorders, but
we knew it was something very intrusive. This study began with this story. I would be
disingenuous to suggest that my son was not the primary motivation behind this study. At
times I had difficulty reading about autism spectrum disorder and some of the challenges
that children with disabilities face. At times I have had difficulty maintaining a fair and
methodical attitude towards the research; however, I treasure the time and understanding
I have gained. I no longer can say I know nothing about autism spectrum disorder or
developmental disorders. By the grace of God, I have learned and I have grown. Most
precious to me is that I know my son better, and for that no words express my gratitude.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRES A AND B
Survey from Robert López—Knowledge and Attitudes regarding Disabilities and
Ministry
First Name_______________________________ Your Badge#__________
Please fill in this general information by checking the box?
A. What is your gender?
Male
Female
B. What is your age?
18-29
30-49
50-64
65 and over
C. What is your highest level
education completed?
High school
Some college
Technical/vocational
College graduate
Postgraduate degree
D. How do you prefer to
categorize yourself ethnically?
White
African-American
Hispanic, MexicanAmerican
Specify your
choice____________________

E. What is your religious
preference?
Protestant
Roman Catholic
Jewish
An Orthodox Church
Muslim
Something else (specify)
No preference
F. Are you a regular church
attendee?
Yes
No
G. Do you work with children
often?
Yes
No
H. Have you had extensive
experience teaching children with
disabilities?
Yes
No

**By filling out this survey you are giving permission to the administrator
to use this information to fulfill the academic endeavor. All data will be
sealed once processed and only used as it pertains to this doctor of
ministry study. Carefully read the directions below and answer all the

questions to the best of your ability. When in doubt, just be honest and do
the best you can. All information is confidential.

I agree

I strongly agree

1=I strongly disagree, 2=I disagree, 3=I agree, 4=I strongly agree

I disagree

Circle the number that reflects your own personal
attitudes and knowledge. For this survey, if you do
not know circle 1 = strongly disagree.

I strongly disagree
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2

3

4

1.

The notion of teaching a child with Autism spectrum disorder
or a child with some other disability brings forth feeling of
assuredness and awareness.

1

2.

I feel comfortable and do not fear engaging children with
Autism spectrum disorder or children with other disabilities.

1

2

3

4

3.

I understand what causes strange movements and odd noises
demonstrated by some children with Autism spectrum disorder.

1

2

3

4

4.

I have knowledge of the 4 basic characteristics of Autism spectrum
disorder.

1

2

3

4

5.

I have a good idea of some first steps churches can take when beginning
ministry with children who have disabilities.

1

2

3

4

6.

I am able to use instructional skills such as “Mini-schedules”
to better communicate a concept.

1

2

3

4

7.

Some children with disabilities have difficulty transitioning
from one task to another; I have a good grasp of skills that
help in transitioning.

1

2

3

4

8.

I would characterize my attitudes towards children with
disabilities and ministry possibilities as one of acceptance
and understanding.

1

2

3

4

9.

I understand the essential idea of sensory integration and how
it relates to children with disabilities.

1

2

3

4

10. All children, including children with severe disabilities, have
a calling and a ministry.

1

2

3

4

11. I have knowledge of “Stimming” and can list some examples
of it.

1

2

3

4

12. I am able to create hands-on experiences to help children
with disabilities learn more about God and the Bible.

1

2

3

4

13. I am familiar with the teaching skill “Floor Time” and I am
able to use it for instruction.

1

2

3

4

I strongly disagree

I disagree

I agree

I strongly agree
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14. Shaping is a form of behavior modification; my ability to use
this skill with children who have disabilities is good.

1

2

3

4

15. I am aware and inspired by the ministry possibilities
regarding children with Autism spectrum disorder.

1

2

3

4

16. Expectations in a small group or other church setting should
be the same for all children.

1

2

3

4

17. Within the context of church and ministry, my feelings
towards children with disabilities and their families are for
the most part positive and inspirational.

1

2

3

4

18. Lack of eye contact and repetitive play are common signs of
Autism spectrum disorder, I am able to list another 4 signs.

1

2

3

4

19. My ability to effectively present a bible lesson to a child with Autism
spectrum disorder is fairly adequate.

1

2

3

4

20. A Social Story is a tool for teaching social skills; I am able to develop a
simple social story.

1

2

3

4

21. I am familiar with the meaning of the phrase cloud of disability and its
challenges for ministry.

1

2

3

4

22. I have the skills to help a child navigate her cloud of disability.

1

2

3

4

23. My outlook towards ministry and children with disabilities
is generally empathy and confidence.

1

2

3

4

24. I feel prepared and desire to help children with severe disabilities in
my church or other settings.

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Circle the number that reflects your own personal
attitudes and knowledge. For this survey, if you do
not know circle 1 = strongly disagree.
1=I strongly disagree, 2=I disagree, 3=I agree, 4=I strongly agree

25. My general knowledge regarding disabilities and ministry
with children who have disabilities can be categorized
anywhere from respectable to highly respectable.
26.
It is important that teachers model desired outcomes for
students; my ability to model effectively for children with
Autism spectrum disorder or children with other disabilities is
strong.
27. I think expectations regarding participation, worship, and
behavior for children with severe disabilities should be the
same as children with minor disabilities.

1
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APPENDIX B
LETTER OF CONFIRMATION
Rev. Robert López
El Buen Pastor UMC
Brownsville, TX
September 2009
Re: Disabilities and Ministry Module –Weekend Training Session and Focus Group
Dear Brother or Sister in Christ,
Thank you so much for expressing interest in being a participant in the Weekend Training
Session on autism spectrum disorder and Ministry. This type of ministry is immensely
important. This Weekend Training Session is also part of the requirements needed for
completion of my doctoral degree. Your participating would be deeply appreciated.
The purpose of this letter is twofold: 1) to describe the commitment level needed from
you. The entire process and schedule for the module is below. It is important that you
understand that full participation is needed in order to complete the deadlines of this
degree and 2) to give you an opportunity to return a card of commitment to the module
process. A sincere effort to complete the process is all I ask.
Module Process
December 2009
Weekend Training Session
Saturday: 8:30am
Overview: Pre-test survey
Saturday: 9:00am-4:00pm (lunch provided)
Overview: Theological foundations for ministry
Specific responses to challenges
Sunday school hour
The importance of praxis
Sunday: 10:00am – noon
Overview: A service of dedication
January 2010
First weeks 3 different focus groups
Overview: Post-test survey
Focus group
Please return the self-addressed card if you would like to participate in the Module on Disabilities and
Ministry. I will take the first 25 participants. If you have any questions or concerns please let me know.
You may also respond via email lopez4gbk@hotmail.com or text 956-266-7687.
Sincerely,
Rev. Robert Lopez
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE A AVERAGES

Participant A
Participant B
Participant C
Participant D
Participant E
Participant F
Participant G
Participant H
Participant I
Participant J
Participant K
Participant L
Participant M
Participant N
Participant O
Participant P
Participant Q
Participant R
Participant S
Participant T
Participant U
Participant V
Participant W
Participant X

1.37
2.56
1.96
2.78
1.89
2.04
2.85
1.85
2.41
2.85
1.70
2.19
1.96
3.78
2.19
2.19
3.07
3.00
3.19
2.92
2.78
2.89
1.85
2.04

Overall All Mean for Pre Survey
2.43
Pre Stand Dev
Range

0.58
1.85 to

3.01
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APPENDIX D
QUESTIONNAIRE B AVERAGES

Participant A
Participant B
Participant C
Participant D
Participant E
Participant F
Participant G
Participant H
Participant I
Participant J
Participant K
Participant L
Participant M

Participant N
Participant O
Participant P
Participant Q
Participant R
Participant S
Participant T
Participant U
Participant V
Participant W

Participant X

3.70
3.74
3.56
3.78
3.15
4.00
3.33
3.07
3.85
3.85
3.67
3.56
3.67
3.85
3.15
4.00
3.74
3.63
3.81
4.00
3.44
3.59
3.15
2.96

Overall Mean for Post Survey
3.59
Post Stand Dev
Range

0.31
3.28 to

3.90
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APPENDIX E
QUESTIONNAIRE C
FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY
Below is a summary of the answers given for all three focus groups.
The workshop had three major areas of emphasis: feeling towards disabilities and
ministry, basic knowledge of disabilities, and instructional tools regarding disabilities
and ministry. Please discuss the following questions to the best of your abilities.
o Orientation—Let’s give everyone a chance to respond and you can
naturally engage one another.
o Let’s respect all opinions and encourage dialogue.
o I will move us along from question to question as the facilitator.
o Feel comfortable, this is not a test.
•

Question 1—Share some general impressions of the workshop and the topics
covered.
1. A positive experience
2. Increase in awareness and knowledge
3. Felt a need to include children with disabilities
4. Video clip well remembered
5. The subject births feelings of importance

•

Question 2—Before the workshop, discuss your feelings and attitudes towards
those who are disabled and ministry. (One-Two Words)
1. Words such as insecure, ignorant or inadequate were used
2. Compassion and inspiration
3. Lack of knowledge

•

Question 3—We talked about attitudes, knowledge of disabilities, and
instructional skills, how has any of that information changed the way you would
deliver a bible lesson or engage a child with a disability? What have you done
differently since the workshop?
1. The need to include children and engage in their spiritual journey was now
high.
2. People talked about using more hands-on activities to deliver a Bible
lesson.
3. The use of social story, story boards, and picture boards to engage children
and help prepare the child for lessons.
4. The level of advocacy increased. Awareness—participants began to share
the needs regarding ministry and those disabled.
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5. A new ministry was started in one church, and two other churches
deepened their current children’s ministry by raising awareness and
understanding that instructional skills presented works for all children.
Focus Group Summary
•

Question 4—What really worked or stood out for you in the workshop or in what
you have experienced since then?
1. The Buddy System video and idea for ministry was well liked and
practiced.
2. Ideas in the workshop regarding preparation.
3. The theology stood out. The approach that all children have a calling and
ministry.

•

Question 5—What did not work or what could have been better?
1. Requested more hands on ideas to present bible lessons.
2. A sample curriculum

•

Question 6—Final observations or comments.
1. Final comments were positive
2. Mostly repeating what had already been said.
3. More training for churches

Overarching implications
• Depending on how much perceived training and level of comfort determined the
level impact.
• Most people seem to be touched by this subject or know family and friends who
deal with issues in covered in the workshop.
• Awareness and communication leads to positive attitudes.
• High level of strong feelings and inspiration.
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APPENDIX F
FREQUENCY CHARTS

Below are the tallies of the responses of the participants of the focus groups.
Question 1
Comment
Positive experience and positive impact
Increased awareness and knowledge
Felt need to include children with disabilities
Video Clip well remembered
This topics births feelings of importance
Informative
Good introduction

Tally
12
15
12
16
18
5
5

Question 2
Comment
Words such as insecurity, ignorant, inadequate
Compassion, inspiration
Lack of knowledge
Helpless
Challenge

Tally
11
10
14
3
5

Question 3
Comment
Include children and engage them in their spiritual journey was now
high
Hands-on activities to delivery Bible lessons
Use of social story, story boards, and picture boards
Level of advocacy and awareness increased and practiced
New ministry and enhancement of existing ministries
More repetition in delivery
More pro active approach
Do not feel ready to give lesson
Question 4
Comment
Buddy system video
Preparation ideas
Theology stood out. All children have calling and ministry
Social story activity
Floor time

Tally
18
15
14
14
12
7
3
2

Tally
16
14
14
4
4
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Question 5
Comment
Requested more hands-on activities
A sample curriculum

Tally
15
12

Question 6
Comment
Final comment were positive
Repetitive comments
More training for other churches

Tally
13
13
15

**Did not list single tallies.
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APPENDIX G
MINISTRY INTERVENTION OUTLINE
Saturday Morning Part 1 (Attitudes, Awareness, and Challenges Component)
• Lesson 1—What is autism spectrum disorder?
This lesson includes the definition and characteristics of autism spectrum disorder in
terms of communication issues, sensory integration, self-simulation, and lack of
socialization.
•

Lesson 2—What are the attitudes towards children with autism spectrum disorder
and other types of disabilities?
This lesson addresses inappropriate attitudes by typical individuals who are not
understanding the disorder.
•

Lesson 3—What are the challenges and struggles parents and children face in
society and the church?
This lesson explains the difficulties faced by parents learning to cope and the child with
disability, facing a lifetime of challenges.
•

Lesson 4—How does the church develop a theology for ministering to individuals
with disabilities?
The lesson addresses the spiritual condition of the person with disabilities and the
development of exceptional theology in the church.
Saturday Afternoon Part 2 (Instructional Skills and Strategies)
• Lesson 5—What are the first steps for the church?
This lesson addresses attitudes of hospitality, awareness, and expectation levels of
individuals providing for children with disabilities.
• Lesson 6—How welcoming and inclusive is the church/Sunday school?
This lesson addresses the processes of preparing all individuals and the church
congregation for opening arms to the children with disabilities.
•

Lesson 7—What are the specific strategies and methods that respond to the
challenges faced in ministering and engaging children with autism spectrum
disorder?
This lesson addresses the methods that are successful, including a structured
environment, the use of behavior management techniques, and procedures for directly
engaging with the child.
• Lesson 8—What are effective instructional skills and delivery systems?
This lesson addresses how to work with student-teacher engagement, provide an
appropriate instructional opportunity, and enhance the gifts of the child for ministry.
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Sunday Morning Part 3 (Ministry Commitment)
• Lesson 9—What are the next steps?
This lesson addresses the implementation processes with normalization of expectations
and the impact of transformational ministry.
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APPENDIX H
SURVEY QUESTIONS NUMBERED BY AREA
Area 1—Affective Orientation
1. I am aware and inspired by the ministry possibilities regarding children with
autism spectrum disorder. (15)
2. Within the context of church and ministry, my feelings towards children with
disabilities and their families are for the most part positive and inspirational. (17)
3. The notion of teaching a child with autism spectrum disorder or a child with some
other disability births feeling of assuredness and awareness. (1)
4. My outlook towards ministry and children with disabilities is generally empathy
and confidence. (23)
5. I think expectations regarding participation, worship, and behavior for children
with severe disabilities should be the same as children with minor disabilities.
(27)
6. Expectations in a small group or other church setting should be the same for all
children. (16)
7. I feel comfortable and do not fear engaging children with autism spectrum
disorder or children with other disabilities. (2)
8. I feel prepared and desire to help children with severe disabilities in my church or
any other appropriate setting. (24)
9. I would characterize my attitudes towards children with disabilities and ministry
possibilities as one of acceptance and understanding. (8)
Area 2—Knowledge of Disabilities
1. I understand what causes strange movements and odd noises demonstrated by
some children with autism spectrum disorder. (3)
2. Lack of eye contact and repetitive play are common signs of autism spectrum
disorder, I am able to list another 4 signs. (18)
3. My general knowledge regarding disabilities and ministry with children who have
disabilities can be categorized anywhere from respectable to highly respectable.
(25)
4. I understand the essential idea of sensory integration and how it relates to children
with disabilities. (9)
5. I have knowledge of the 4 basic characteristics of autism spectrum disorder. (4)
6. All children, including children with severe disabilities, have a calling and a
ministry. (10)
7. I have a good idea of some first steps churches can take when beginning ministry
with children who have disabilities. (5)
8. I am familiar with the meaning of the phrase cloud of disability and its challenges
for ministry. (21)
9. I have knowledge of “Stimming” and can list some examples of it. (11)
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Area 3—Instructional Skills
1. My ability to effectively present a Bible lesson to a child with autism spectrum
disorder is fairly adequate. (19)
2. I am able to use instructional skills such as “Mini-schedules” to better
communicate a concept. (6)
3. A Social Story is a tool for teaching social skills; I am able to develop a simple
social story. (20)
4. Shaping is a form of behavior modification; my ability to use this skill with
children who have disabilities is good. (14)
5. Some children with disabilities have difficulty transitioning from one task to
another; I have a good grasp of skills that help in transitioning. (7)
6. I am familiar with the teaching skill “Floor Time” and I am able to use it for
instruction. (13)
7. It is important that teachers model desired outcomes for students; my ability to
model effectively for children with autism spectrum disorder or children with
other disabilities is strong. (26)
8. I am able to create hands-on experiences to help children with disabilities learn
more about God and the Bible. (12)
9. I have the skills to help a child navigate her cloud of disability. (22)
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APPENDIX I
MINISTRY INTERVENTION OUTLINE WITH GOALS
Part 1 (Attitudes, Awareness, and Challenges Component)
•

Lesson 1—What is autism spectrum disorder?
o Goal: defining autism spectrum disorder in terms of communication
issues, sensory integration, self-stimulation, and lack of socialization.
o Goal: known as cloud of disability
o Goal: show video of children with autism spectrum disorder.
o Goal: familiar signs children with autism spectrum disorder demonstrate

•

Lesson 2—Attitudes towards children with autism spectrum disorder and
disabilities.
o Goal: Attitude of dismissal, attitude of not being assurance, attitude of
inadequacy
o Goal: increase understanding of autism spectrum disorder leads to more
positive attitudes.
o Goal: Attitude of normalization of expectations

•

Lesson 3—Challenges and struggles parents and children face in society and the
church.
o Goal: explain the difficulties that come along with behaviors.
o Goal: physical, theological, and community access denied.

•

Lesson 4—Toward a theological and practical response.
o The spiritual condition of the person with disabilities
o Goal: the big question and grace filled responses
o Goal: teach exceptional theology.
o Goal: normalization of expectations with respect to spiritual purpose
Part 2 (Instructional Skills and Strategies)

•

Lesson 5—First steps for the Church.
o Goal: attitudes of hospitality and awareness
o Goal: expectations beyond coloring, instructional skills
o Goal: church wide celebration stories

•

Lesson 6—Welcoming and including in the Church/Sunday school.
o Goal: preparing child with disability, preparing other students, advance
notice.
o Goal: Welcoming Board, Social Stories, and video strategy.
o Goal: teacher assistant and student aids
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•

Lesson 7—Specific strategies and methods that respond to the challenges faced in
ministering and engaging children with autism spectrum disorder.
o Goal: strong, controlled presence
o Goal: structure – order and sequence
o Goal: an understanding of shaping, positive behavior
o Goal: transitioning songs and methods
o Goal: changing environment, a hand held walk, and praising
o Goal: giving choices through pictures or objects

•

Lesson 8—Instructional skills and delivery
o Goal: spiritual life skills and vocational preparation.
i. Gifts of child for ministry
ii. Help enhance those gifts
o Goal: Bible stories and ways to touch and experience the story.
o Goal: focus on student-teacher engagement
o Goal: modeling and godly play such as floor time.

•

Lesson 9—Go and apply with love and vigor
o Goal: normalization of expectations, ministry and purpose, beyond cloud
of disability
o Goal: Raise awareness and further trainings
o Goal: talk about and show transformational ministry.
o Goal: explain that implementation is crucial and applicable to all children.
o Goal focus groups
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